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IT WAS BACK IN THE MID TO LATE 70s WHEN A FEW LOCAL HANG GLIDER PILO~S FIRST AT'XEMPTEP

.

TO ATTACH AN ENGINE ANI) PROPELLER TO A HANG GLIDER. BOTH CONVEN;:rrONAL FLE~ WING AND
RIGID .WING HANG GLIDERS WHERE TRIED. WE HAD NOT YET DISCOVERED WHEELS, SO ALL ATTEMPTS
WERE FOOT LAUNCH. MY""FIRST FLIGHT IN A POWERED HANG GLIDER WAS, I THINK, IN 1977. IT WAS
A RIGID WING HANG GLIDER KNOWN AS AN ICARUS V I HAD PREVIOUSLY OWNED AND FLOWN AN
ICARUS SO WAS MORE THAN FAMILIAR WITH ITS FLYING CHARACTERISTICS; HOWEVER, I HAD NEVER
FLOWN A POWERED AIRCRAFT OF ANY DESCRIPTION BEFORE.
.
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ob Edgecombe was the owner of the
Icarus and had mounted a Mcculloch
125 chainsaw engine with a small
___ direct drive propeller. It was underpowered, noisy and inefficient, but it
flew. As you bit down on the mouth

the completed unit and headed off to
the Old Noarlunga airstrip and away we
went. It was under-powered, noisy and
inefficient, but it flew and we continued
to fly it for a year or so.
Another local pilot, Pat Finch, also

throttle and started to run, each step
would see your feet get dangerously close

built a trike and joined Ian and I for many
early morning flights from a beach north

to the rapidly spinning propelle r. I know
of at least one pilot who was hit by the
propeller and would have lost his foot

of Adelaide. Hang gliding was in rapid
growth and powered hang gliding was
still somewhat of a novelty, however,

if not for the skill of the surgeons who
worked on him.
Around this same time we heard

stories of a few pilots interstate also
building and flying trikes started to

rumors of pilots in England building a
tricycle undercarriage with a seat, engine
and propeller safely behind and of course

emerge and we attended a fly-in in
Victoria, possibly over the Easter break of
1978, '79 or thereabouts and met up with
a couple of other early trike enthusiasts.
In 1980 I left the trike behind, jumped

development of our sport, they proved
far more reliable than anything we had
previously used and finally pilots had the
confidence to head off cross-country and
start to explore this great country of ours .
It was in the mid-80s that I purchased my
fi rst Airborne trike, the 'Osprey', a twoseat trike powered by a Rotax 447 and a
Moyes built wing of around 220ft2. It was
a great trike and flew many hundreds of
hours without fault.
The next trike I purchased was the
Airborne 'Buzzard ' a two-seater with a
smaller, faster wing and a bigger engine;
the Rotax 532. We used both the Osprey
and the Buzzard to help teach hang

in the Kombi, pushbike on the back, hang

gliding and completed some of our first
successful aerotows behind the Buzzard .
Towards the end of the '80s Airborne

Ian Sweetman and I decided this was the

glider and surfboard on the roof and a

began working with sailmaker Alan

way to go and started to put together a

fridge full of Coppers. I soon found myself

Daniel of Wingtech to develop their own

plan to build a trike. We used 16 inch kids

in Sydney and spent the next couple of

bicycle wheels, a plastic Namco chair and

years there teaching for Cloudbase Hang

wing and this they coupled to their latest
trike base and the 'Edge' was born. The

a modified Victa 160 lawn mower engine.

Gliding Centre and supplementing my
income with some part-time work at the

first few Edge's had the Rotax 532, but
this was soon replaced with the new dual

Moyes factory. It would be a year or two

ignition 582s. Airborne began the long
hard task of certification and with the

with wheels there was no need to run. It
sounded great! A fellow hang glider pilot,

Ian hand-carved a 26 inch propeller
that we mounted direct to the engine.
The fuel tank was a water bottle from

before I would next fly a trike.

a VW Kombi windscreen washer unit. I
sewed up a seatbelt on my mum's sewing

A weekend of flying in the Hunter
Valley, possibly around 1982 or '83, saw

machine, we mounted a hang glider to

me catch up with the Duncan brothers

in Australia, interest was growing. I had
several keen students and at least three

who had recently cobbled together their

of them were willing to commit to the

first trike. They used a modified Moyes
hang glider as the wing and, if memory

sport, so I placed an order with Airborne
for three Edge trikes. Around this time

serves me correctly, a Robin engine with
reduction drive and two-blade wooden

a few of the English-built Pegasus trikes
found their way to Australia and with the

propeller. It was the first powered aircraft
I had flown that actually had power to

importer, Mike Coburn, advertising these
and Airborne pushrng their new Edge,

spare and it leapt off the ground and

we were about to see a rapid growth

surprised me with its willingness to climb.

of trike pilots.
By the late '80s early '90s you could
find a microlight in all states of Australia "

The Duncan brothers formed the
company 'Airborne Windsports' and
continued to develop their trike, I·meanwhile left Sydney heading north in search
of new adventures, meeting many great
people and flying new sites all the way
to Port Douglas. I had been away from
home for a couple of years now and
decided to return to Adelaide. Ian had
retired our trike by this time, but the
hang glid ing community was still strong
so I returned to teaching hang gliding in
South Australia.
,
By the mid-80s the Rotax engines
became readily available in Australia and
finally we had an engine that was purposebuil~" for our application including

a reduction gearbox. Airborne had continued to develop their trike and now
coupled with the Rotax engine they had
a product worthy to market. I"believe the
Rotax eng ines were a turning point in the

promise of two-seat trikes becoming legal

and with a bit of luck a person to teach
you to fly it. The sport was growing
" and we needed to formalise a tra ining
syllabus and set some standards to
ensure those who were teaching were
doing so in an appropriate manner. The
HGFA put its hand up and with the help
of volunteers like Chris Brandon and
a number of others, we held our first
nationa I instructors conference in 1991 .
This first instructors' conference was very
successful and finally we had certified
two-seat microlights, certified instructors
and certified training facilities . Follow-up
conferences in subsequent years also proved
beneficial and we now had approved
schools and instructors Australia-wide .
Throughout the '90s Airborne
continued to develop their product and
the Edge gave way to the Edge Executive

First trike we built back in the late 70s
2
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(Edge E) and was available with Rotax
503 or 582. Further developments saw
the introduction of the Edge X series
trikes and for the first time a choice of
wings. The Edge wing was discontinued
and we now could choose either the slow
and forgiving Wizard wing or the faster
Streak wing. John Goodrich took over
the Pegasus dealership and imported container loads of the new Pegasus Quantum
which proved popular here in Australia
for a period of time. During the '90s we
saw instructors come and go, schools set
up to with much fanfare, only to close
again after coming face to face with
the realities of running such a business.
A weather-dependant sport requiring
patience and a diverse set of flying,
teaching and business skills is not an easy
way to make a living. Still some schools
prospered, networked and learnt from
each other, offered what the customer
wanted and ultimately survived and are
still operating to this day.
It was a new millennium and we were
reading more and more stories of group

we saw the arrival of the first of these
wonderful little trikes with another half
dozen or so to follow.
Now at the end of 2010, I think it
fair to say that the microlight aircraft has
proven itself as a worthy form of aviation.
You can find them in almost any country
in the world; indeed pilots have flown the

years of teaching flying I will hang up the
training bars this coming year and spend
more time flying for fun. Out on the
hang gliding hill again, I am enjoying
the fine qualities of my Moyes Malibu,
it is slow, it is easy, it is fun! When at the
airfield more and more I choose to fly
the Dragonfly, it is slow, it is easy, it

humble microlight around the world . We
started out over 30 years ago bolting a

is fun! I am sure we will see growing
interest in this style of flying over the

lawnmower engine on a hang glider just
for a bit of fun and now there is an entire
industry dedicated to building, testing,

next few years and beyond.
The above is little more than a brief
look at the history of microlights here

teaching and flying microlights.
As we move into 2011, what will the

in Australia as I have seen it. The dates

next decade hold for the microlight
industry? In general we've seen development over the past couple of decades
lean towards faster more powerful
trikes and, I guess, to a degree this will

may be a little fuzzy and others may
remember things a little different than
me, but I think most will agree it has
been a great ride so far. Tremendous lifelong friendships have been formed, great
adventures have been shared. The range

continue. I do think we will start to see
sor.ne refinement of the mid-range trikes

of microlights now available and the

with trim speeds in the 45 to 55kt range,
but there will always be a desire for faster

go together to keep the industry strong,

and faster trikes. For me though I plan to
slow down even more, and after over 30

diversity of characters that fly them all
alive and growing.
See you in the air!

flights and/or solo adventures in and
around Australia. Pilots were loading
their trikes and heading into remote
parts of the country, landing out and
camping in the great outdoors. Many of
the overseas trikes now offered the Rotax
912, a smooth, quiet four-stroke engine
offering power, reliability and best of all
a modest fuel burn. Airborne followed
the trend and by 2004 the all new XT was
available to the Australian market. More
comfortable seating, bigger fuel tank,
. better suspension, better instruments
and a faster, better handling wing with
the release of the Streak 3. Over the next
few years further development of the
XT series trikes would see the choice of
Outback, Tourer or Tundra models. The
choice of two or four-stroke power and
the choice of Merlin, Cruze, Streak or the
all-new strutted SST wing.
Meanwhile I'd been following the
development of a lightweight single-seat
trike being built in England. Powered by
a small single cylinder four-stroke engine
it was smooth, quiet and used fuel at
about two-and-half litres an hour. It
was laid back and comfortable, had a
retractable undercarriage and looked
great. The w.ing was a purpose-built
variant of the Aeros Discus and engine
off performance was good, allowing for
soaring flight. A perfect blend between
hang glider and microlight; I had to have
one. I took on the Australian dealership
for the Dragonfly and by late 2008
January 2011
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COACHING IN TEXAS
Shinzo Takizawa - Coach and level 3 Instructor

MY GOOD FRI END AND SOAR NARROMINE MEMBER, BOB , INVITED ME TO HIS HOME STATE, TEXAS ,
USA, IN JULY LAST YEAR FOR THREE WEEKS OF SOARING: TWO WEEKS OF COACHING AND ONE WEEK
ATT ENDING T HE TEXAS STATE GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS .

. -........ he first two weeks were spent at
Boerne Stage airfield, home of the

Analysing the weather conditions,
reading the changes and recognising the

Bob. Relaxing afterwards the flight data
was displayed to friends so from then on

Boerne Stage Gliding Club and my last
week was spent travelling to and from

air mass, management of time, how to
leave for the first turnpoint and how to

every day my after-flight briefings grew.

the championship site at Llano airport,

return home from the last turnpoint, etc,

AREA

120km north of Boerne Stage.

was all part of my daily briefings to Bob,

The Texas area comprises a gulf in the

At Boerne Stage my apartment was

both on the ground and during the flight.

located on the airport, facing the runway.

Outlanding was impossible due to

south and rough country to the north.
Before leaving Australia I imagined a

Evening beer time was spent relaxing on
the verandah, watching business people

rough terrain around the area. One day.
I extended a cross-country flight in the

returning in their private aircraft after a

late evening, along a convergence line:

day at work. My transport was a Porsche,

it was a straight flight, the thermals

the convection getting stronger and drier.
I stayed three weeks in the are, there was

and every evening I dined at one of the
top class restaurants scattered around

had finished and we were 100km away
from our destination. Approaching an

a south wind every day and all runways
run north-south.

Boerne Stage.

airfield at 1000ft agl, located in between

Conditions were very humid and too

flat country and rough terrain, I moved

sea breeze coming in from the south then
the air mass moving to the north, w ith

Uvalde, site of the 2012 FAI World
Gliding Championships, is to the west
and San Antonio International airport in

wet; thermal conditions were not so good,

upwind and downwind, east and west in

being weak and low. However, because
of this, it was the best coaching condition.

between the runway and San Antonio
airspace border, gaining altitude step-by-

Bob had already achieved a 500km flight,

step. After gaining 1000ft we moved over

the east . The flight trace shown was day
one in Texas - a 146km out and return
to the south - and Bob's flight for me to

but this time he wanted a 750km one .

the 'tiger' country into a good thermal,

understand the area.

Sadly, he couldn't ach ieve this because of

climbed to 5000ft and were able to

the poor conditions however he said he
was "200% satisfied with the training."

return to home base. It was not a special

Boerne Stage airfield is just below San
Antonio approach and is surrounded by

technique, just basic cross-country flying
know-how, but a great learning curve for

impossible outlanding areas. Every day
we climbed to 4000ft and contacted San
Antonio air traffic approach control which
read our positions by transponder. If we
were at 4500ft they ordered international
passenger flights to stay at 5000ft. If
we were 'above 5000ft they ordered the
, aircraft to descend to below 4500ft. What
great cooperation: gliding is well known
in the States.
I had doubts about always starting
to the south because our average speed
was too slow, so I asked the reason and
was told: "It's very simple, it's because
we always do. " I asked, "Why?" "It's

tradition," was the reply. Starting to the
south, towards flat country and a weak
thermal area with a headwind, means
750km cannot be achieved.
Over a few days I tried to collect more
information and could get a detailed area
map (by Google) along with National
weather record data including temper.ature and humidity.
I explained to Bob that the area site
is in flat country to the south and rough
4
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country to the north so the air mass
temperature became higher and higher
and drier to the north. Wind comes from
the south forming north-south streeting
and a convergence line forms from the
south-west to north-east, because of the
parallel line of gulf coastline. During
one flight I explained how to try to
understand the surrounding air mass,
so after that Bob could find a better way
to fly, have better cross-country flights
and his average speed rose by 20%.
I also explained that cumulus starting
from the south every day does not mean
thermals start from the south. It means
the southern humidity is higher than the
northern, so our start must be from the
north, not the south. This was a huge
culture change for those area pilots.
The last week of my visit I enjoyed
the Texas State Gliding Championships at
Llano, 120km north of Boerne Stage; this
was Bob's first competition. Bob decided .
that we should take his glider and trailer
to the site by road then fly from and to
Boerne Stage, daily, in his power plane
because his two dogs needed looking
after at his home. I accepted this, but
suggested we fly his glider to Llano prior
to the competition as we wouldn't need
a trailer due to the fact that if we out-

landed we would make sure it was on
an airfield and get an aerotow retrieve.
Bob agreed and we flew to Llano by
glider, giving a good chance to demonstrate to Bob how to fly north over rough
country and at the same time understand
the contest area. Our average speed on
this flight was 100km/h so Bob was happy.
The Llano contest director commented
that he had never met a competitor who
came to a competition without a trailer:

Shinzo with Bob and his crew friend
at the Texas State Gliding Championships
Photo: Courtesy Shinzo Takizawa

"Australians are always optimistic!"

had to pack up. The plan was that after
landing on the final day, Bob was to fly

THE BEST LAID PLANS ...

back to Boerne Stage by aerotow and I

We had planned to fly from Boerne Stage

was to drive back. His flight was to take

to Llano every day, but low cloud covered
the home base every morning resulting

one hour; my trip would be two hours,
meaning Bob must wait on the runway

in unflyable conditions. So on day one
we had to leave at 6am by vehicle for the

before he could move to a hangar as

two-hour drive to the competition site.

So I drove at high speed on the
highway and was subsequently caught

I had the airfield vehicle.

After finishing the day, the conditions
were flyable, but we had no aircraft

for speeding. The police officer was a

so we had to drive back two hours. This

pretty, fully-armed female who asked me

routine continued to the very last day.
Every night we arrived home at 8pm,

why I was in such a hurry. I explained the
situation and finished by saying, "But I
am guilty, I am very sorry." She checked

walked the dogs, jogged for an hour
and dined at one of the many restaurants, returning home round 11 pm. This

all my papers and ended up just giving

made for a long day, but the dogs were

why, but maybe it was my honesty or that

very happy!

my Australian driving licence is special.

me a warning, so no fine. I don't know

The day after the competition

And so ended three very special

finished I had to return to Australia, so

~

weeks in Texas.

Wan~
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DEHYDRATION AND FLYING
Dr Ken Wishaw MBBS FANZCA

FOR THE MAJORITY OF AUSTRALIAN PILOTS , BE THEY COMMERCIAL OR RECREATIONAL, A LOT OF
TIME IS SPENT IN HOT CONDITIONS. DEHYDRATION IS AN OFTEN FORGOTTEN FACTOR IN FLIGHT
SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE.

lose in our sweat. Sodium losses for a
person that is well acclimatised is of the
order of 5 to 30mmols per litre. For someone who is not acclimatised (sayan office
worker who flies one or two days a week)
sodium losses in sweat may be of the
order of 40 to 100mmols per litre. (As a
crude way of gaining an appreciation of

Dr Ken Wi shaw at Burketown

physiology and fluid management is a
central part of my practice every day,
and as a flying instructor I meet a lot

Taste is a critical factor on whether
athletes drink adequately during exercise.
Some people love pure water, others
loathe it.

these figures, try tasting the following

High carbohydrate drinks such as
energy drinks, fizzy drinks and fruit juice

solution: one level teaspoon of table salt,
which is just sodium chloride, dissolved

contain 10% to 30% carbohydrate. Levels
of carbohydrate over eight percent inhibit

in a litre of water equals approximately
100mmols per litre.)

intestinal absorption of the fluid. None

We do possess a very sophisticated
s a medical specialist (anaesthetist), fluid

Pure water ingestion tends to shut
off the thirst reflex, even when we
are dehydrated.

of these are appropriate for rehydration
during flight.

sodium control system in our bodies. But
it only works well if we are sufficiently

Athletic performance is severely
degraded by dehydration, and a lot of

hydrated to produce reasonable amounts

research has been done into dehydration

of urine, and ingesting enough sodium

management. From this the sports drinks
have evolved. They are not just commer-

of pilots who simply do not appreciate
the hazards of dehydration or how to

and potassium which the kidneys can
chose to retain or discard. Most of

assess and manage their fluids.

us readily excrete excess sodium and

In temperate conditions a person
normally loses about half to one litre per

potassium in our urine. Conversely, we

cial fads, but scientifically validated drinks
that will optimise rehydration, and minimise electrolyte disturbance.
Sports drinks are not excessively high

day through sweating. In hot conditions ·

also have a specific salt appetite . Pilots
with low sodium levels often love salty

this can rise to as much as eight litres

foods at the end of the day!

in sodium. At recommended strengths
they contain 10 to 25mmol/litre. They are

per day. Additionally we lose water at
high altitude from breathing air that

Ingestion of water to replace sweat
losses will decrease the sodium concen -

also designed to replace potassium losses.
They do contain carbohydrate, but this

has a low water content. Add to this the

tration in our blood, as we are not replacing the sodium that we are losing, Severe

is of the order of six percent which will
not impede absorption or cause large

acute decreases in blood sodium (say

fluctuations in blood sugar levels.

concentration required to fly aircraft and
meet schedules, diverts our attention
from thinking about thirst and hydration,

10%) may cause headaches, lethargy,

and the scene is set for trouble.
A deficit of over one litre (two per-

apathy and confusion. Severe acute
decreases (over 15%) may cause convul-

cent) due to failure to replace sweat ·

sions (fitting). While this is extremely
unlikely to occur in our situation, cases of

losses can result in headaches, muscle
cramps, dizziness and visual disturbances.
But it is more than just taking enough
water. In fact, just taking water may actu-

convulsions occurring in top athletes who
only use water replacement are document-

RECOMMENDATION S
Guiding principles (on the basis that you
are essentially fit and healthy) should
therefore be
• Do not take off already dehydrated.

ally be harmful. A few facts needed to be
understood as to why this is so.

ed. Suffice to say even the mild symptoms
are highly undesirable for a pilot!
Potassium losses may cause low blood

•

Our blood and body fluids normally
contain 135 to 150 millimoles (mmols)
of sodium and 1OOmmols of chloride

pressure and weakness.
Small amounts of sodium and potassium in rehydration fluids increases the

•

per litre .
What we lose in sweat depends part-

rate at which the gut can absorb the
fluid. Drinking only water, apart from'

lyon our genetic make-up, but more
importantly on whether we are acclima-

leaving you still dehydrated (because you
haven't absorbed the fluid) can make you
feel bloated and nauseous.

tised. The more acclimatised we are, the
less sodium and the more potassium we
6
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Remember ground preparation is
swea ty stuff.
On short flights in temperate conditions whether we drink water or an
electrolyte replacement is not critical.
On longer flights (say over two hours)
we shou.ld be aiming to replace
what we are losing. Sports drinks
are appropriate for this. The subtle
differences between the brands and
flavours is not as critical as what tastes
good to you.

January 2011

M760 TRANSCEIVER
The carbohydrate (sugar) content
is not harmful. Carbohydrate ingestion
could only lead to a problem if a large
carbohydrate load is taken at widely
separated intervals, with the risk of
insulin over secretion and low sugar
levels occurring some hours later. Daily
continuous sipping of sports drinks may
theoretically lead to damage of tooth
enamel. If you don't want so much
glucose, then mix the sports drink powder
in a glass first then decant into your drink
container. As the electrolytes dissolve
faster than the sugar, you can leave most
of the sugar behind.
• Do not dilute the sports drink from
the recommended formula.
•

Never take salt tablets, but if you
have a desire for something salty, your
body is telling you something and
salty food may be just what you need.

•

Food will help contribute to
electrolyte intake.

•

If you are on medication for high blood
pressure you should discuss this with
your doctor, however, you are unlikely

to have problems provided that your
electrolyte intake is not excessive.
•
•

Sports drink containers should be
thoroughly cleaned every day.

has been a member of the RAAF medical

About the author

reserve. Ken is an instructor at the

Heavy coffee and tea drinkers are
prone to severe headaches on acute

Ken Wishaw is an anaesthetist on the

Caboolture Gliding Club and the Pacific

Sunshine Coast in Queensland. He was

Soaring Motorglider Club at Caboolture.

withdrawal. Recent studies have

Australia's first full-time rescue helicopter

shown that caffeine is not deleterious

doctor, and co-founder of the CareFlight

The article Dehydration and Flying also

Rescue Helicopter Service in Sydney. He

appeared in the May/June 2010 edition

to sport performance and a small
amount on the long flying day before
or after the flight is okay.
For the technically-minded or for
. those undertaking long flying you should
meet these three criteria at the end of
the flight:
•

but I had gained
weight during the
flight, meaning a
lot of water was just
sitting in my gut.
The following day
was identical except
that I used a sport
drink. At the end of
the day I had none
of the effects of the
previous day and a
far healthier urine
output. We flew (and
landed safely under
my control).
Rehydration with
the correct fluids will
improve your flying
performance add
to your enjoyment
and make you a
safer pilot.
For further reading on this subject
there are excellent
fact sheets at [www.
sportsdietitions.com.au].

Body weight loss should be less than
two percent.

•

Urine colour should be pale (drugs
and B vitamins can alter this).

•

Urine volume should have exceeded
0.5 (ideally 1.0) mIs/kg per hour. If you
fly a small aircraft, you must have a
plan to handle the increased urine
output. Deferring rehydration till
after the flight is not an option!

By way of example I undertook two
seven hour mutual flights on successive
days in ~ Super Dimona motor glider.
Both days were very hot and dry, and the
tasks were identical.
On the first day I stuck to a water
regime. By the end of the day I was
nauseous, bloated had a severe headache,
and mild dizziness. I opted to let the
other pilot (and aircraft owner!) do the
landing. My urine output was very poor,
JanuarY ,2011

of Flight Safety magazine.

GFA News

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

WANTED - International
Team Captains
Applications are invited from anyone
interested in filling the positions of team
captain on our international teams for
the next round of World championships. '
These are the Junior World Gliding
Championships to be held in August
2011 at Musbach, Germany, the 32nd
World Gliding Championships (flapped)
to be held at Uvalde, Texas, USA in
August 2012, and the 32nd World Gliding
Championships (un-flapped) to be held
at Aldolfo Gonzalez Chaves, Argentina
in December 2012.
Information on the duties and
responsibilities of the position can be
found in the Team Captain Handbook
which may be downloaded from the
Sport/Competition page on the GFA
website. Questions and resumes may
be directed to Mike Maddocks (ITC) at

<m ike@maddogcomposites.com.au>. The
selections will be finalised at or before
the February sports' committee meeting.
Mike Maddocks

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FAI NEWS

FAI Gliding Badge Report
to 30 November 2010
A BADGE
Caric, Davor

11641 Southern Riverina GC

A, B & C BADGE
MacKenzie, Robert J
Kislov, Dmitry
Anstey, Bradley David
Stuart, David Charles

11648
11649
11650
11651

GCV
Canberra GC
Darling Downs SC
HunterValeyGC

DIAMOND GOAL BADGE
Graells, Jacques

Lake Keepit GC

DIAMOND DISTANCE BADGE
Oxer, Harry Frank

Beverley SC
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FRANCE ON 25 EUROS A DAY
John Chapman

lucked onto the campsite at the south

fly at other sites such as the Puy de Dome

Consequently I decided to leave the

end of Lake Annecy, at Verthier near

near Clermont-Ferrand and the Normandy

car out of the equation and just hitch -

Doussard, the best-priced in the area at

coast on the way back to the UK to resell

and even with the full paraglider pack,

€5 a night and which had pilots, older

the car.
Two years ago I went back again for

I got from Geneva to Annecy in a few
hours with no hassles.
Not having the car meant I was limit-

people who went regularly and no pool
or kids. It was great! (Google 'Camping
Simon de Verthier' for more -info.) For this

six weeks, but wanted to keep the costs

trip the most expensive item was the car

down as I'm now fiscally challenged
due to not wanting to work much (and

and insurance, but I carried cooking gear

getting out of the habit by hanging

which offset the costs a bit. I also got to

around Bright all summer in a tent).

ed in my camping gear, but with a oneand-a-half kilo tent, sleeping bag and
mattress and a full paraglider under my
25kg aircraft allowance I even had room
. for a couple of T-shirts. On this trip
I also visited St Hilaire-du-Touvet and
Laragne/Chabres further south.
The St Hilaire campsite was especially
economic since no-one seemed to be
looking after it, it was free and had
toilets and a hot water tap . It was early
in the season, May/June, and the flying
was regular, but a bit rain affected, so I
never got far above the St Hilaire plateau
and couldn't get on to the Chartreuse
mountains behind .
St Hillaire is great for a pedestrian
pilot on his own, with a special rate on
the funicular for pilots to get back up if
you bomb, but for most flights I was able
to top land on the plateau near camp and
at the end of my stay at St Hilaire I flew
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down with all my gear strapped on somewhere to start hitching back to Annecy.
This trip proved my concept of surviving cheaply in France, eating from
supermarkets (bread, cheese, fruit bought
each day), and bistros are good value (an
assiette anglaise or omelette and salad
can be a big meal and only about €1 0).
At the end of my stay I caught a
fast TGV train back via Paris to Calais
and got off miles from Calais due to a
misunderstanding when buying my ticket
(maybe my French isn't that good). Seems
the booking clerk thought I wanted to
take the (very expensive) Eurostar train
back to the UK, but the station for this
is at least 30km from Calais port where
I really wanted to cross to Dover at the
foot passenger ferry rate of about €1 o.
In fact, the station is so far from Calais
that you can't even see the ocean, it's
just a huge carpark in the middle of the
countryside. Fraternite to the rescue - I
had walked about 100m with my thumb

Annecy town and Annecy lake

RETURN TO FRANCE
Last winter I did it again. I had a couple
of items of unfinished business - first to
fly over a glacier and second to get up on
the high Chartreuse behind St Hilaire.
The first meant that my initial hitch
from Geneva was towards Chamonix,

out when someone stopped and went out

with Mt Blanc and the Mer de Glace.

of his way to drop me at the port, a long
drive away on the other side of Calais .

I had googled a campsite, so within
six hours of landing from Oz, I had

Merci bien!

walked out of Switzerland and hitched

although still not expensive by French
summer holiday standards [www.
camping-saint-hilaire.com/].
From here its a steady walk down
to launch and once the cliffs warm
up, a pretty easy place to fly. I did one
20km trip south to Grenoble and back
and on another day worked out the '
route pilots take to get on to the high
country behind, the Dent de Crolles. This
involves some ridge soaring, changing to
thermalling, a crossing and more soaring
to work the steps. There is nothing like
slowly ridge soaring up 2000ft of vertical
cliff to hold your attention and letting
go of the toggles to take pics before you
climb above the cliff doesn't feel like
an option. Anyway, this finally got me
my cross-country trip around the high
Chartreuse region - second goal down.
web [www.chamonix.netifiles/Parapente/
VoILibrepmb2008_en.pdfL so I had some
idea of the local dos and don'ts, but
everyone seemed pretty relaxed about
the area.
Plan d'Aiguille is the mid-station
and PG launch site and needs afternoon
sun - so no rush. In June the launch

a three-hour trip along the valley and

notable flights.
One of these got me past Le Gran

is nearby and bigger.

ONE GOAL DOWN
The next couple of weeks were wet and I
did some walking up hills around Annecy
with a nice Dutch lady, and not much flying, but I did buy a bike from the Bazar

10 Soaring Australia

countryside. We saw the Tour de France
. go past in Albertville on the only day that

returning from the Glacier Argentiere

Chamonix, but the HG landing field

downloaded and read the extensive flying
guide that the local clubs have on the

on the good days or cycling around the

Cadel was in yellow and I had several

to check out the official landing site,
it's a small paddock in the middle of

who was taking a tandem up to the midstation at Plan d'Aiguille (south-east, Mt
Blanc) side of the valley. I had already

spent the next six weeks variously flying

back, overflying the Mer de Glace and

in one flight! If you fly here,be sure

station trying to hook up with anybody
carrying a PG bag. I met an English pilot

Algerian family, complete with four kids
way to Annecy before midday. Here I met
up with a couple of other Bright pilots and

about 15km behind launch. Three glaciers

got me over the jet lag and I was soon
hanging around the Aiguille cable car

back. I must have been especially lucky
that day because my second lift with an

heating from the bare rocks below and

with a 3000m base it was easy to take

to Chamonix with my last lift dropping
me at the campsite gates. A day's sleep

morning and flew down to start hitching

and the wife in a burkah, got me all the

up. In fact. I was over my first glacier in
a few minutes (Glacier des Bossons) and

Over Chamonix, Mt Blanc

cliffs and some good walks for non-flying
days, but eventually I loaded up one

was just near the snow line, so good
in light thermals it wasn't hard to get

Annecy lake

I stayed at St Hilaire for another week,
there is a Via Ferrata for climbing on the

Bornand and back nearly to Doussard via
the Aravis range. On another day I tried
for a one way trip to Chamonix, but made
a mistake at about 40km and finished up
having to hitch from Megeve to Faverge,
. where I caught the last bus home.
Flying Annecy is like flying a grownup Bright, lots of big ridges within glide
in all directions, good roads to get back
and lots of pilots too, so you can always

Sans Frontieres and had a lot of fun playing
in the traffic on the wrong side of the road.
As the weather cycle came good again
I moved down to St Hi.laire-du-Touvet
(there are several 'St Hilaires' in France).
A bus to Albertville and a hot day's
hitching ~hrough the valleys and my last
lift was up the hill and I even got an ~ffer
of a lift from the supermarket to the
campsite, gotta love French hitching.
What a difference a coupl"e of years
make! The camping municipal now had
an onsite manager, new cabins for rent,
new toilet blocks and a new tariff,

Over the Aravis range, Mt Blanc in the distance
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6005 Worldwide #1 Vorio/Alti, fully featured ........... $475.00
6015GPS GPS in 6005 size, new XC/thermalling vorio. $695.00
6020GPS PG vers, like 6030 but no pitot for ASI ..... $1550.00
6030GPS HG version (inc HG mount) ................ $1770.00
Sonic Mini vario audio only, velcro's on ........... $245.00
Ascent Vario Only 40 grams and fully featured! ... $299.00
Windwatch Hand held, small, windspeed+temp .... $1 21 .00

GRRMltf

Mer de Glace, Chamonix

see what the air is doing. After three visits I haven't had a problem
with the dreaded valley winds of
the Alps. To get the picture look at [www.panoramas.dkJ2009/lakeannecy-paragliding.htmIJ for a great visual of the area.
Leaving Annecy, I took a train trip to Paris and spent a day along
the Seine, sightseeing while carrying my whole kit due to a lack of
left luggage facilities. One highlight of my day was walking past
Paris Hilton at the Louvre, then it was another train trip to western
France to meet with my sister.

GPSMAP78
GPSMAP62

$375.00
new model as per 78 but different case. $375.00
new model, colour 1.7GB memory etc ..

All Garmin models available at Australia's best discount prices!

a~"s
Elevation
lIy -, W- t: -=R

$1 75.00
Evil Eye with special LST lens for cloud spotting ...... $1 75.00
Optical insert special insert for all models ............ $66.00
with special LST lens for cloud spotting ....

All Adidas models are at 30%+ disc to RRP !

Trains in France are quite cheap compared to the UK and Oz
and I found I got discounts for being over 60 and for early booking
(so for less than a $100 I crossed half of France). After 10 weeks,
this was the end of my hitching holiday - my sister and her friend
had a car and it was with a sigh of relief that I dumped the paraglider into the boot and toured Normandy in comfort (I even got
to fly a bit on the coastal cliffs), then a ferry to Jersey (where I
finally claimed a
flight on UK territory)
and then back to

Downhill Full Face (airsports certified) ................. $242.00
Jetstream Open Face (airsports certified) ............ $220.00
8-Cool Basic Open Eace (airsports certified) .......... $132.00

fJ

SuperFly GTX the best safety available ............ $385.00
Fly GTX lighter weight version ................... ...... $365.00

the UK for family
stuff. En-route I saw
Leonardo da Vinci's

Dennis Pagan 's all time classic
reference guide to everything you need to know about the

tour around Amboise

weather - for all soaring pilots .............................

(a highlight of the

The Art of Parqgliding Pagan 's easy to

trip) and got to wear
a suit at a wedding.
So, if you want a
simple trip through
Flying on UK territory, Jersey, Channel islands

Understanding the Sky

grave, had a Segway

winter, some easy

$77.00

use classic

reference book for Novice and Intermediate skills .......

$88.00

Thermal Flying

The best ever thermalling and XC text book
(for PG/HG) by German expert Burkhard Martens. Great d iagrams

and explanations .......... .....................................

$99.00

flying
in big mountains and a great experience, just drop yourself in the
middle of Europe for the summer. You don't need much and apart
from the. airfare it can be as cheap as living in Oz if you are
prepared to do a bit of walking and le_arn some I?_ng~age basics.

Speed to Fly/Security in Flight DBL. .. .. .. .................. .. .... ........ $66 .00
Manilla Sky PG Worlds 2007 (90mins) .......... .. .. .. .... .... ...... .. .. $33 .00
Getting High XC Open 2005 (40mins) .. .. ........ ...... .. .. ............ $22 .00

aA"""" Manilla Paragliding

You do need some self-confidence as a pilot, because the French
will just watch you as you move onto launch, no pack drill, no
paperwork, just inflate and fly. But it is fun, and that's what
it's all about.
~

Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

~.

Ph : 02 67 85 65 45
email: gOdfreY@fIYmanilla.comC@
.

W\VW.flvmanilla.com

VISA
Jan'uary 2011

~
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Microscope!
Bernard Eckey

EVERY NOW AND THEN
ONE IS IN FOR SOMETHING
UNEXPECTED. BACK IN MAY
LAST YEAR THE GFA INVITED
ME TO ATTEND THE FOURTH
ANNUAL COACH EDUCATION
CONFERENCE IN BRISBANE.
BECAUSE I ONLY HAD TO
DEDICATE TWO WEEKDAYS
TO THE TASK I FEEL OBLIGED
TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO
ALL GFA MEMBERS.

his two-day-Iong conference was
all about:

•
•
•

Performance enhancement
in team sports,
Coaching of elite athletes, and
Sports management issues.
Household names such as Kieren

Perkins and Steve Moneghetti, as well as
top coaches in sports like soccer, rugby,
swimming, rowing and NBL, were on
the list of speakers. In addition, past and
present elite athletes provided feedback
on their experience with coaches in
a variety of sports. In total, some 200
coaches from Australia and New Zealand
attended . The organisers also invited local
and overseas sports scientists to present
insights into different topics, ranging
from recruitment to team selection, and
12 Soaring Australia

the Australian Institute of Sport provided

and member satisfaction go hand in hand.

input as well.
You might surmise that the conference

In any sport, fun and enjoyment is the
driving force, but enjoyment can only be
expected when participants experience

proved to be of little value for gliding
and I must admit this was my first impression as well. However, as the conference
progressed it became quite apparent that
a lot of useful information could be
obtained by reading between the lines
and by drawing comparisons to gliding
activities. It helped that the organisers
had arranged concurrent sessions which
allowed attendees to select the most
appropriate topic for their specific

tangible progress. Only then will members
remain true to their chosen activity and
become strong supporters of their club or
organisation. But the individual's progress
is not the responsibility of the coach
alone. More than anything else it requires
the right club culture and a progressive
strategy driven by a strong leadership
team. A single improvement hardly ever

coaching activity.

leads to success, but rather a combin,ation
of necessary changes that create and

Let me first focus on the conclusions
in respect to management issues. A key
message that came through loud and
clear is that improvement in performance

sustain an attractive environment. Th&
message is simple - without a supportive
and performance-orientated club culture,
even good coaching will rarely result in
January 2011

noticeable progress for the majority of

sonal relationship is essential in situations

and identify areas for improvement. As

members and the benefits for the club

where the athlete trains twice a day under

a second step he (or she) needs to suggest

as a whole are minimal.

the guidance of his or her coach and this

methods for overcoming such weaknesses .

An equally relevant message was

training occurs on at least six days per

As stick and rudder skills are usually

driven home by Kieren Perkins in his

week . Here we are clearly considering

reasonably well polished at this level of

keynote address during the conference

coaching at an elite level - something

performance coaching will most likely

dinner. In fact, his speech proved to be

that is hardly subject of this article.

focus on mental issues, including tactical

one of the highlights for me, due to its

Of course, the situation is fundamen -

or strategic matters. In a relationship

direct relevance to our current situation.

tally different in our sport. Coaching hap-

governed by mutual trust and respect, the

Kieren looked back at his early swimming

pens at best once every few weeks and

coach's feedback can and should be more

career and on the frustrations that result-

theoretical knowledge is now recognised

direct. In the words of a wellknown top

ed from the different approaches taken

as a key driver of performance. Therefore

athlete at the conference, you must be

by different coaches in different regions.

most coaching in gliding is aimed at

able to 'cop it on the chin and get on

As a result, progress was slow and frustra-

pre-solo and early post-solo pilots and

with it'. The truth may hurt on occasions,

tion reigned supreme amongst some of

the emphasis is on hands-on coaching

but true champions appreciate honest

the athlet.es. But the appointment of a

with a number of flights in a two-seater.

feedback and are prepared to accept

National swimming coach and the result-

Ideally this is then progressed by some

advice. Not only are they able to handle

ing streamlining of coaching processes

lead and follow cross-country coaching .

change, but they usually embrace it in

throughout the country changed this. The

At this more basic level, sports psychology

order to climb the ladder of success. But

results are now there for everyone to see.

plays an extremely important role.

even with a firm desire for progression

At its pinnacle, the Australian swimming

Any feedback needs to be positive and

and all other essential attributes, we can

team collected 10 of a possible 35 gold

encouraging and it is necessary for the

not expect improvement to happen

medals at the 2000 Olympics in Sydney.

coach to follow up on suggestions and

overnight. Persistence is what matters

No other swim team since has recorded a

monitor further self directed training.

most and that applies equally to coaches

higher collection of gold medals and this
success has transferred into the grassroots

At a much higher level, the coach is

and pilots!

~

primarily required to act as a consultant

level with a healthy membership inflow.
Perhaps there is a lesson in that for us.
With this short excursion into overlaying management topics, back to everyday coaching issues.
A very interesting lecture discussed
low budget coaching - most certainly
a topic highly relevant to our current
situation. The speaker pointed to a number of examples where ultra-modern and
top-class training facilities failed to result
in improved athlete performance. Exactly
. the same seems to hold true for first class
training aids which has led to the conclu
sion that it is wise to use technology as an
accelerator - not as a centrepiece . What
really matters is the mindset of the individual and a determination to turn potential into reality. Talent alone is clearly not
enough but ability, attitude, preparation
and undivided commitment is what usually results in outstanding performances.
In other words, success is a choice that
individuals can make as long as athlete
and coach are prepared to put in the
necessary hard work. The sad fact is that
almost everyone knows the secrets of
success, but only few actually live it. If you
don't believe me, ask Steve Moneghetti
and consider his 200000km of running
training throughout his outstanding
career as a marathon runner.
The role of the coach varies greatly
- not only from sport to sport, but also
depending on the performance level
of the individuals involved. A close perSpectacular lenticular
January 2011
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Thinking About Australia's
Sailplane Fleet - Part 2
Emilis Prelgauskas

OVERVIEW

In contrast, the average club and its

This note extends the build up in the

fleet, as it ages, represents a declining

series about where the sport of gliding

resource base, and with this less buying

is at today, drawing on lessons from the

power to succeed in travelling on either

succession of previous eras which the

of these paths.

sport has travelled through.
These are presented here to stimulate

FOR THE WELL-ESTABLISHED

conversation, just as has occurred while

For those advocating a preference for a

these notes have been coming into being.

new soaring sport aimed at the current
day users' audience, it needs to be under-

ELSEWHERE IN SOCIETY

stood that this comes complete with the

Useful insights can also be drawn from

usual list of collateral obligations.

other activities in society. Thus the dis-

An analogy about this can be drawn

cussion amongst professionals in both

once again from elsewhere in society -

the design and construction industries

this time: the vehicle company initially

is the prognosis that the industry trend

established on principles of entry level

there is for only the very small operators

cars and affordability, which five decades

and those trending toward the very large

later has become a conglomerate span-

to have a future.

ning many iconic manufacturer names,

ments) as well as discretionary surpluses

none of which today provide entry

and profit.

Only these segments have the necessary natural advantages for a recognisable

level models.

purpose into that coming future: the very

!n gliding's equivalent it is not enough

Emilis Prelgauskas

The history of past entrants in this
segment (commercial operations) which

large, who can grow to compete for all

for just the fleet to be modern. The

have come and gone over the decades

classes of work with in-house and allied

ground support, service provision and

are a reminder about how hard this

expertise, capabilities and resourcing, and

responsibilities need to complement

positioning is.

the very small, who have built reputations

this standard.

for excellence within their own' area of

And there is considerable underpin-

Individual operators have come and
gone over the years. Longevity in this

speciality. Therefore it is the medium-

ning resourcing needed, which previously

segment not only relies on a willing

sized operators without either of these

was provided by volunteers, and which in

market, but also on the operator's asset

positioning advantages who, will progres-

a modern sport needs to be paid support.

depth to survive off-season, market fluc-

sively disappear.
The thinking about Australia's
sailplane fleet has (in Part 1) identified

Essential base resources, both in
tangible and process terms, include:

are unforeseeable, uncontrollable, yet

•

fundame'ntally affect operations viability.

some groupings.

•

Prognosis
a) That the well-established clubs and
pilots can continue to update and set
their outcomes pitched to the modern
consumer market. Where societal
guiding attitudes have over time
trended away from earlier eras of
self help and mutual help, and moved
on to the current emphasis on drivers
for personal outcomes.
b) Where at the same time small segments of the sport founded on principles of self-determination can continue to successfully meet their own
operating targets; some of which may
target older paradigms.

14 Soaring Australia

tuation, and other external inputs which '

•

•

convenient access and good standard
of ground facilities,
modern and available fleet irrespective of peak demand and servicing
requirements,
individualised service with ease of
access, rapid progression and breadth
of options as hallmarks,
responsibility centred back on
the service providers with in-built
indemnity for users.

themselves have already repositioned the

From this list, the sole item of flexibi-

federation toward this direction. Then

The willingness of the market too
can be transitory. Attraction incentives
that work may only bring business for a
defined short time: fly the new sailplane,
only available here; the aerobatics course,
the famous site leader, the site's special
attributes, new pilot ratings, and so on .
In more recent times, the sport's
own national structures and processes

lity then left for these providers is price.

later, only to realise the degree to which

That yvill be a massive shift away
from the traditions of a break-even sport

there is then an increased essential base

subsisting on volunteer contributions of

dependence only on paid resources.
Flexible wings aviation sports have

time and skills; and toward the fully-cost-

traditionally been more customer-focused.

ed operation complete with externalities
(OH&S cover, long service leave, disburse-

Flex wing airframe is of modest capital
cost compared with fixed wings. Their

January 2011

relatively constrained service life, however, may well last the total of the target
market's intended period of involvement
in those sports.
As the traditional sport of gliding
has shrunk in participation, there are
proportionally also loss of corporate
knowledge and limited remnant numbers
of suitably qualified senior people (irrespective whether these are paid or volunteer) to form the underpinning resource
to permit the sport segment to continue
to operate.
There already are a number of sites
which each rely for such minimum resource
base on the occasional attendance of
some key individuals whose loyalties
were given to their home club and are
subsequently shared with other operators.
Not a good basis from which to evolve

and the segment where individual airframes are entirely operator-responsibility.
The motto for the independent
operator segment may well be: "You

airframes together with interested custodians as a strategy for longevity in
those airframes.

do this because you choose to. "

THE CENTRE 60%

The processes in this segment are
fundamentally incompatible with a rigid
hierarchical edict-based communal setting

This collective experience above
may inform the follow-on generation

aimed at codifying indemnity.

the potential arises for a 'classic' segment

SPORT SEGMENT
Quite distinct from the individualism

to form as the modern sport dispenses
with these and for them to also move

segment, some decades ago a loose
definition began, and has come to now

to individual custodiansh ip; be this
either in the independent operator

encapsulate, the vintage collective part

world or by the forming of a particular

of soaring.
Airframes of wood construction: stick

collective of interest in these either FRP
or metal airframes.

and rag.
Some four decades ago, European
instinct was to declare such airframes to

Emilis Prelgauskas in his working life

the new sport.

have a 10 year useful life set by official
edict, based on some experience with

FOR THOSE OF
INDEPENDENT MIND

airframe structures of powered aircraft
continuously left outdoors and some lab

The sport does not encompass uniform

assessments of some glue types.
Australia, at the time, had the grit,

humanity. True, for many the preference
is for prescriptively structured hardware
and processes, with obligation and respon-

vision and capability, to forego the hysteria, and choose to permit continued

sibility outsourced to providers.

operation of these

In the modern world, the background
implication on the more free-minded

types based on
individual in-

individual participant, is that if you don't
conform to those rigid structures, incalcu-

field maintenance

lable hardships will befall you.

Today the benefit
is that this fatigue-

This is a confusion in the sport of
gliding. The sport encompasses some
risk. Risk avoidance is about appropriate
response; going intelligently, responding
to the circumstance, not expecting rote
answers, processes or fixed top down
structures to cover every eventuality.
Thus individual clubs will fill in the
SMS Risk Assessment stuff quite differently. And the individual pilot could be
expected to view the questions posed
uniquely once again.
Some pilots therefore expect the sport
to involve their personal participatory
involvement; to be responsible for their
own actions and for the 'independent
operator' definition to mean precisely
that; and where the airframe placard
already says 'persons flying in this aircraft
do so at.their own risk, CASA does not
set safety standards for experimental
aircraft', th.ese pilots expect to make their
own assessment.
The challenge for a sport transitioning
to a new modern form is to clearly spell
out which part of Australia's sailplane fleet
is operating within the communal setting,
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of airframes.
For the 20 to 40-year-old airframes

is an architect, focusing on emerging
technologies. Thus he works in the forward vision segment of a job that is
about envisioning the yet-to-be-made.
He has over the decades often written
in gliding media on emerging issues.

and inspection.

resistant construction
has numbers of glider
types and airframe
numbers operational
in the field and
appealing to its
particular segment.
That segment fits
those interested in
the sport's past, airframe types with
appeal, and the evolution of techniques
they capture .
The vintage
segment has made
some strides for this
to be identifiable,
with the provision
of skills from within
its own ranks, without therefore placing a load on the
wider sport.
And further with
the tying individual

Australian Agent
for Davis Instruments. '.

ECOWATCH

Ask for your
FREE catalogue.

Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au ]
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THE XX FILES
Desiree Pansi, proudly sponsored by [www.hippo.co.za]

started flying in 1995, my first competition was around 1999 - Barberton, but
this was more of a big fly-away for me
and I loved the social aspects. When we

She attended her first competition
in 2001, when a friend invited her to
go along. It was a good way to get to

moved to Austria in 2001, I also attended
a few comps, but never took them seri-

know other sites. She enjoys competitions
because she gets to fly with other pilots
from different countries, in different

ously. Every December we would return

countries. She says, "/ enjoy tactical tasks

to South Africa on holiday and attend the
Porterville event, but mainly to visit our

were you use your brain more than your
legs"- she finds having to fly with con-

pilot friends. It wasn't until 2007 that the

stant speedbar strenuous on her legs; most

competition bug bit me a little.
m':'!:~~iIiIf';:;:""
In 2009 I made the
South African team and

woman aren't as strong as men when it
comes to long hours of pushing bar.
She believes a lot of women do not

attended the 11 th FAI

fly comps as it takes up a lot of leave,

World Cup in Mexico,

which most women would rather use as

there I discovered the
addictive side of com-

time spent with their kids and families.
Females generally don't push as hard as

petitions. By this time

the men either. She advises other female

I had met most of the

pilots to attend events, but do so to have

top lady pilots from

fun and to be with other pilots, to forget
about the results.

around the world. As
women we natu ra Ily

talked, and I discovered I was not alone in

Next up was
Keiko Hiraki

thinking that female pilots are different

from Japan.

in the way they approach the sport.

I struggled
a little with

Desiree Pansi, South Africa

In Mexico the talk of splitting the
ladies from the Worlds had started. FAI

Des Pansi in competition gear at
Gra ent De Aar
XC Open Paragliding Competition 2010
Photo: Riaan Nieuwoudt

first comp, the Russian Champs and won
the Ladies class.
In 2006

were considering removing the plus one

the language
barrier, but

she was fi rst
woman and

spot, which is allocated for women, and

Keiko was very

second overall

make it open to each country to decide
if their spot goes to a female or not. We ·

patient. She

in a World cup
in Switzerland.

had a meeting amongst the ladies present
to discuss this issue and most were not

Keiko Hiraki, Japan

started flying
13 years ago.

In 2004 the company she was at

happy, but we did discover that all of

closed down and she decided she wanted

us would like to attend a women's only

to travel, getting a sponsor and attending
competitions made this possible. '

event - mainly to see how we would do
without the influence or flying decisions
from men.
Since then, I qualified for the PWC
circuit and attended my first event in
Turkey. I used this time to interview
and discuss flying related issues with a
few other ladies and I discovered some
i nteresti ng poi nts.
First up was Elisa Houdry from France,
11th FAI World Lady Champion. She has
been flying since 1995.
Her parents were both
paragliding pilots and
she was always with
them on the mountain.
After she had her first
tandem and enjoyed

Elisa Houdry, France
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it a lot, she decided to
also start flying. Flying
has been a dream from
a very young age.

She enjoys the
spirit and friend-

She enjoys competition flying, because
it gives her freedom, but she hates having
. to use technical equipment or sitting in a
hotel due to bad weather.

ly atmosphere
at comps. She is·
Marina Olexina, Russia

not motivated

by results, merely enjoys being with the
. other pilots, but she hates it when the
weather doesn't play along. She also
believes women are more careful by

because they believe it to be dangerous
and don't like to take the risks. She thinks

nature and only brave women tend to
compete. Many come to their first comp,
but see the skill level, get scared and

the best way around this is to just fly, not
to hide from your fears, follow your mind.
When I asked her: "Do you think men

never return.
Her advice to other female pilots is,
come fly a competition and watch how

and women are equally matched in this
sport and why?" She answered, "No and
if / knew what was different / could fix
it and win overall!"
and always fun to be with, interviewing

the other pilots fly. Make an analysis
of the other pilots. Follow them and
try to understand why they make the
decisions they make. Once you make goal
following the others, start to try doing
it by making your own decisions. You

her was no different: Marina Olexina
from Russia. She watched pilo'ts from the
sideline since 1996, but could only start
flying in 2000. In 2002 she attended her

need to stick to a group all the time, you
can't do it alone . Also, don't be shy to ask
other pilots for advice; most top pilots
don't mind sharing their knowledge.

She believes that less women compete

The next lady up is a good friend
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Marina believes some women are
equal to men, but the top male pilots are
braver and push harder because of this.
Most of the top male pilots are professional pilots, it is their full-time profession

different cultures and to fly new sites in
varied conditions. Renata believes most
women don't compete because they have
very little free time and most of it gets
spent with family and children. When a
woman becomes financially independent

FA ~
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from others. After she
moved from Berlin to
Switzerland with its
beautiful mountains,
and it wasn't long
before she discovered

to fly and compete. Most women have
other jobs, have to work and cannot
dedicate as much time to flying.
Another factor is that many female
pilots are smaller in stature and there-

enough to allow her to compete, she
tends to be older than the average
competing man, has more natural fear

fore fly smaller wings; this already disadvantages them as the bigger gliders also
have better performance.
I got some time before take off one

and is less likely to take the required risks.
She advises pilots to start competitions

She enjoys
competitions as it enables her to fly in
different places with arranged and organ

early and with other novice pilots. If you
can get a group of friends of the same

ised infrastructures, like transport to
take-off, retrieve, briefings and medical

level together you can help and support
each other along the way. You need to
learn to co-operate with other pilots.

services. Competitions allow her the

day, to chat to Renata Kuhnova, from the
Czech Republic. She started flying in
1997 when she wanted to parachute,

Renata believes women are gentler
and lighter than their male counterparts,

paragliding and had
to try it.

Renata Kuhnova,
Czech Republic

opportunity to have good flights, which
she would not have had on her own.
She also appreciates the precious flying

but some friends convinced her to come
with them to try paragliding instead.
She had no idea what it entailed until

so they don't fight as hard or can't push
as hard. "We don't have as much testos-

she arrived for the course.

terone." We have to live to bear children

fraction of female pilots is only around

Her first competition was in 2001,
when a program for young talent was

and this thought is always in the back of

10%, naturally this affects the number of

our minds, stopping us from pushing harder.
While in Mexico I first met this next

females competing, making for less. She

lady, since then we have become friends

starting to compete, as she believes
everyone is different and should know

developed in her country and she received sponsorship to attend a competition.
She has many good flying memories, but

and colleagues on the Women's

information she gathers from the other
pilots in the field.
Anja states that worldwide the

doesn't give general advice to women

treasures the day she beat Petra (a fellow
Czech and one of the best ever female
pilots) by only one point.

Paragliding Open Committee, Anja Kroll,
from Switzerland.

She enjoys competitions because she
gets to travel, to meet new people from

competing two years later in order to

supported by looking at the WPRS, the

improve her flying skills and to learn

World records in the 'overall' category,

She started flying in 2001 and

what's best for themselves. Anja believes
many facts prove that men and women
aren't equally matched in this sport,

PARAGLIDIN~.,.,.,. J,.~~..!-!
HEADQUARTERS
~

Info@paragHdingheadquarters.Gom

,.if 0414 332737

EQUIPMENT FOR PILOTS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT
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.Bright 3 - the latest generation of OHV1 designed for maximum safeiyWi.
.Golden 3 - a hard to improve EN "B" for recreational flying
.Aspen 3 - popular sport class EN "C" for a serious XC pilot
.Avax XC 3 - a serious performance class EN "0" for an ambitious XC pilot
.BiGolden 11- the latest in tandems for amateurs and professionals alike
available in 2 sizes and also in a Jlght version

Demo Avax XC 3 28 available now!

A WHOLE RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS BY OIGIFLY:
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Archimede Plus - a lot of advanced features including baroraph
Cartesio Plus· flight computer with external GPS connection
Leonardo Plus· flight computer for recreational flying with integrated GPS
Leonardo Pros· flight computer for competition fly.i ng with integrated GPS
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• all instruments feature graphic altimeter (unique for Oigifly) and 3 year warranty
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athletes, but on a long and turbulent
glide the strength w ith wh ich you
operate the speedbar will make a
difference. Here every p ilot can work

to improve her strength and stamina.
•

Des Pansi Launching at the Gradient De Aar
XC Open Paragliding Competition 2010
Photo: Riaan Nieuwoudt

Technical skills - among the top crosscountry pilots in the world there are

a lot of professional test pilots and

get to meet
'real' people .
As others, she

pilots who have mastered aerobatic

believes most

manoeuvres just for fun . That is an

women are afraid to compete .

advantage when it comes to flying

She is fortunate though that the Swiss
League offers training to newer pilots,

difficult passages and taking risks.

the points achieved by

The ability to catch your glider after

male and female pilots
in XContest and the

an accelerated collapse might be vital.

overall task winners

country pilots who fly aerobatics?

in competitions. If we

There is a lot of room for improvement.

Can you name any top female cross-

Regula Strasser, Switzerland

outside and away from competition stress .
They offer mentor programs with top
pilots to assist and train pilots before
competing, so when they attend their

Smaller numbers - in all fields compe-

first competition they have more knowledge and confidence. This program has

around 10% of these

tition is the key to better performance

helped her tremendously.

positions would be

for the individual. Because we are

taken by women - yet

only few, it is comparatively easy

ladies, but I think we can get some good

they're not. Some

to do well in the female rankings.

insights from those above . I have thought
a lot about what these ladies, others and

were equally matched,

Anja Kroll, Switzerland

way to travel
and visit places
that are off the
general tourist
routes, you

•

I didn 't get a chance to talk with more

reason are obvious to her: Women are

If it weren't that easy, each of us

statistically lighter, take less risks, are

would have to be more ambitious

weaker, lack technical skills and these are

and to train harder. Here, again, I

a few men have had to say on the topic.
I have come to believe that our big -

only a few examples.

see a high potential for improvement.

gest downfall as female pilots is that we

Lastly, also from Switzerland, a young

continue to compete with each other and

lady I first met at the Czech Open in Italy

don't aim higher. I believe the mental,
physical and technical issues can be work-

She explain s in depth:
•

•

•

Lighter weight means smaller gliders
with aerodynamic disadvantages
- not much we can do about this.

three years ago. Regula Strasser started
flying in 2001. When she was a child,

Risktaking - a commonly known issue

she would visit her grandmother in the

the overall score more and stop focus-

in psychology, women take less risks.

mountains and was fascinated to watch

Competition flying asks for taking

the paragliders. When she was old enough

ing just on the female podium . If WfF
want something bad enough, we will find

risks - not always, but it does. This is
one point, I'm glad about: As girls we

to fly, she didn't need much convincing. .
Her first competition was in 2004, the

might loose a task, but are more likely

Swiss Nationals. Other pilots motivated

to retain our health and wellbeing.

her to come have some fun and convinced

Worlds may be to our advantage, as this
will force us to up our game in order to

Physical strength - the nature of our

her it was a good way to learn how to

qualify to be with the best.

sport fortunately does not call for top

fly better. Competitions are also a good

ed on and improved. We need to aim for

a way to get it. So, perhaps the changes
. that FAI wish to bring about for the

Encounter At Lake George
Kathryn Q'Riordan
orj Lowrey and I drove down to
Canberra Friday for a bit of a fly
over Lake George.
A strong south-easterly was
blowing of about 18 to 20kt. Dave
May was waiting to give us the full tour.
Good view of the lake. The ridge
runs 20km to the north and the same to
the south. Fun flying, plently of lift and
plently of room to goof around. Dave was
flying all the way out to the waters' edge
Kathryn comes eye to eye with a local
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The 2010 South Australian
Hang Gliding Championships
Pete Bolton

--........ he competition was run (as usual)
over a series of four spring
weekends. This year, there was
hill-launching only as all our

In third by a narrow margin was the
'Flying Dutchman', Miguel de Jong. I was
in fourth place, and interesting was that
second, third and fourth places all flew

past tow paddocks in the SA mid-north
area were still under crop. 5/l!.s hills are

Airborne C4s. Winner of the Floater Class
was Paul 'Kamikaze' Baxter, winning

typically only about 500ft agl, so getting
away from these hills in light winds can
be quite 'challenging'. We flew at total

narrowly from Ben Levick.
There were no major incidents or seri-

of six tasks from four different sites.
Conditions were variable with winds from

ous injuries and most of us didn't get too
much heat stress on 5/l!.s bare hills. Many

zero to 25kt and cloud bases reached

of our hill sites are now also the sites
of wind farms. We have reached some

over 11 OOOft on at least one day. Goal
distances were typically about 80km, with

agreements with the owners/operators
for us to be able to continue to fly from

one turnpoint and a downwind component to both legs, due to the moderate to

the hills after construction. Fortunately,

fresh winds we had to fly in. Paul Kelley

radio/TV/phone towers, so there remain

had the longest goal flight of about four
hours, due to an extra turnpoint he felt

a few gaps in the rows of turbines. It is

he had to handicap himself with!

turbines are not able to be sited near

possible to fly in front of turbines, but
we have agreed to certain minimum

Winner, and leader through most
of the comp, was mid-north local, Tony

clearances for safety reasons.

'Crossy' Cross, on an Airborne Rev. Tony

really need a large car-tow site which

won by a large margin after some very
consistent flying. This was all the more

is available to us all year round, but we
haven't been able to come up with the

remarkable because he has just returned
to HG after an absence of about three

money to buy or lease one. This would

years! In second place was Paul Kelley

average pilot is prepared to pay. So, we

(meethead and outgoing SA champion).

continue jumping off small hills in light
winds and hope for the best.

We've known for years that we

probably cost about 100 times what the

Thanks to all who worked to make

Miguel flying at Hallett Hill Wind Farm with his frog mascot

this comp a success and to all who made
the effort to take part (too numerous to

Full results at [www.users.on.net/-dsg/

mention here). I hope to see some of you

201 OStateComp/results. htm/j

at Forbes.

~

and back. Jorj and I stayed. closer to .
the ridge. Cloudbase was quite low.
I can imagine the great flying that
could be done on a good day when
you can go over the back and head
cross-country toward Forbes ...
. I had an altercation with a
territorial eagle. Cheeky, considering
how much larger my 'bird' is! It just
went for my nose cone (they think the
nose cone is the bird's head). No scars
on m.y sail, thank God!
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NARROMINE C UP WEEK 2010
Beryl Hartley

THE 2010 AUSTRALIAN GLIDING SEASON WAS SHAPING UP TO BE A WET AND STORMY ONE WITH
EARlY GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS WASHED OUT AND THE POSSIBILITY OF AN EARlY MONSOON
SEASON. AFTER SO MANY YEARS OF DROUGHT IT WAS A WELCOME RELIEF TO THE COUNTRY PEOPLE
OF AUSTRALIA, BUT NOT A GOOD YEAR FOR THE GLIDING COMMUNITY.

month out from the Narromine Cup
organisers were busy checking all the
~...

long range forecasts which all showed
a week of rain. The weather pundits

and the online weather pessimists con-

tinued to predict doom, gloom and rain

this year. Most pilots flew six days with

for the 13th Narromine Cup Week.

at least 45 tasks more than 500km, 12

To those who braved the prediction
and for the organisers who continued

over 600km and two over 700km.
The winner, Bryan Hayhow, demon-

to plan for a week of soaring, the

strated the goals of the Narromine Cup

Weather Gods blessed the week with

Week by flying six days and achieving his

some excellent soaring conditions. Thirty-

longest task possible each day. Richard

seven pilots registered for a great week

Frawley was runner-up. The older and

of flying from 21 November and the

very experienced pilots Bob Ward, Paul

Narromine Gliding Club provided all the

Mander, Tony Tabart, David Wilson and

service they excel at, with easy launching

regular visitor Richard Van Grunsven set

and flight operations and evenings spent

the pace each day and on most days set

with sociable drinks and meals on the

the longest distance.

deck under a full moon.
Sadly some of our Narromine Cup

This year, the last full week in
November, will be the 14th anniversary

stalwarts were unable to attend this year.

of Narromine Cup Week so book now

The face of cup week, Chris Stephens,

to ensure you are there for this fun

ran the second briefing and then Greg

week of gliding.

V"

Schmidt stepped up and filled in for
Chris with an excellent performance.
Paul Mander and David Wilson' were able
to take up the coaching tasks from Ross
McLean and they presented informative
seminars each morning with Paul taking
new and old students each day in the
ASH 25.
The Narromine Cup was establ,ished
to provide a safe, fun and comfortable
environment for pilots from first cross, country to international representative
pilots and it lived up to its goals again

Met man David Wilson with Simon Brown
Photo: Jo Pocklington

Regular attendee Ian McCallum

Mark Barnfield
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Jim Kent and Derek Ruddock in the Southern Cross Gliding Club DG 1000

Photos: Anne Elliott
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Narromine Cup runner-up Richard Frawley with Schempp-Hirth's
new Australian agent and Cup winner Bryan Hayhow

Bernie Baer and Phil Eldridge

The Narromine Cup
As A Transition To
Cross-Country And
Competition Flying
Bryan Hayhow
Bathurst Soaring Club's Sean Young with Soar Narromine
tuggie Keith Dixon

here has been a resurgence
of the regatta concept among
many of the more cross-country
oriented clubs in Australian

catch up with old friends,
as well as get in some good
flying for the old hands, while
affording newcomers the

gliding of late. Some have a more formal
competition element, others less so. All,

opportunity to take advantage
of that wealth of experience.

however, share the same aim of giving
less experienced pilots, the opportunity

The cup has always been
about providing the opportu-

to experience XC/comp flying in a less
pressured environment, while having
access to coaches and mentors. The concept has had great success with a good

nity for pilots to be able to
achieve their flying goals. There

roll up of pilots and a lot of great flying
being achieved.
The Narromine Cup has been around

is a complete infrastructure on
hand to facilitate that, along
with full catering and scoring
via the On Line Competition
(OLC) (with its associated handi-

now for sOme 12 years and has become,
proqably, the most wellknown of these
events. It continues to draw pilots from

cap factors). It really could not

allover the eastern and southern states,
and usually, some overseas visitors (this
year from Spain, The Netherlands, Japan
and the USA). It is always a chance to

flying and after the morning briefing

January 2011

be made easier or more encouraging
for the pilof The focus is on distance
and weather, pilots will usually split up
and task according to their experience
and aims.

Paul Mander and Ian Baldwin

Photos: Anne Elliott
It's not uncommon to meet pilots
who are lookin,g for their first 50km or
300km flights and, just down the grid,
find others who are attempting 1000km.
It is just that diversity that makes the cup
Soaring Australia
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Bathurst Soaring Club tuggie
Brian Bailey once again
helped out during cup week

Tony Tabart, who popped in to Narromine for
a day on his way to Lake Keepit, with Bob Ward
Above photos: Jo Pocklington

Bill Paine in Narromine Gliding Club's Duo Discus

one of the more interesting for all the

lecture series and, as always, gave great

pilots involved, the newcomers can fly

insight into the art of soaring . We were

with coaches and mentors and pair up

blessed with six challenging days of flying

with others who can assist them around a

and a lot of kilometres covered .

task. That encouragement and assistance

If you are looking to extend your

has always resulted, year after year, in

flying, or just want an atmosphere of

many pilots going home with substantial

mutual encouragement, consider adding

developments in their flying.

the Narromine Cup to your schedule. I

I've always been a huge fan of the

know that taking part in five of the last

cup for that reason, and in previous years

six cups has been of tremendous value

have been involved there in a coaching

to me and I look forward to seeing

role at an introductory cross-country level.

you there at the next one.

This year Paul Mander ran the morning
Andy Smith is back in Australia
to avoid the English winter
Photos: Anne Elliott

FINAL GLIDE

-

Neville Barker

Leslie Novak, Sydney Gliding Club

NEVILLE BARBER PASSED AWAY ON 18 OCTOBER 2010, AGED 59 YEARS.

eville joined Conco rdia Glid in g Club

On weekends he was seen on the

in 1983 and flew his first solo in

field, often with his young sons, enjoy-

our ASK 13 the same year. He threw

ing his gliding. In 1985 he won the club's

himself into our club's life right from

' Best Pil ot' trophy for his cross-country

the beginning and held various commit-

flying and was the first pil ot in the clu b

tee positions throughout. Nevill e's legacy

to fly a 750km triangle.

can still be seen in Camden, where he
built our club's hangar.
He was a builder/project manager

Neville's life was cut short by muscular
dystrophy. I had the privilege to take him
on what turned out to be his last gl ider

company, Barker Constructions. Neville

flight in January last year.
The Sydney Gl iding Club would like

helped the club through his business,

to extend deepest sympathy to his wit'e

printing brochures and contributing

Susan and sons Hugh and Joel.

and in the 1990s founded his own

any way he could.
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Neville Barker .

Rest in peace, mate.
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South Australian State
Gliding Championships 2010
John Hudson

THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS WERE STAGED FROM WAIKERIE AERODROME FROM THE 17 TO 21 NOVEMBER 2010. SEVEN PILOTS ENTERED THE COMPETITION , WHICH
WAS CONDUCTED IN A VARIETY OF WEATHER CONDITIONS , RANGING FROM DIFFICULT TO IDEAL.

ollowing a non-compulsory practice day on Tuesday 16th, the first
competition day in reasonable
conditions took the fleet from
Waikerie to Notts Well, Peebinga, Lindsay
River and return to Waikerie. Peter Temple
from the Adelaide Soaring Club at Gawler
won the day.
Day two provided the most trying
weather for gliding, with showers and
wind forecast. A task from Waikerie to
Wunkar, Overland Corner, Lock 2, Wool-

Participating pilots Peter Temple and Terry Cub ley,
Adelaide Soaring Club; Craig Vinall, Grant Hudson,
Peter Paine and Greg Jackson, Waikerie Gliding Club;
and Matthew Scutter Adelaide Soaring Club

Grant Hudson of Waikerie Gliding Club preparing
for take-off

- with three outlandings not far from the
airfield. The day was won by Terry Cubley

lift to around 11 OOOft. The set speed task,
from Waikerie to Farrell Flat, Peterborough,

with good times for day five, which was

from the Adelaide Soaring Club.
Day three provided much better con-

Spalding and return to Waikerie resulted
in an average speed of 114.3km/h for the

points and the competition winner the

ditions, allowing a task from Waikerie to
Meribah to Lake Culleraine and return to

400km plus race, which was won by Terry

pilot with the most points at the end of
the competition.

Waikerie. The day was won by Terry Cubley.

Cubleyagain.
Day five saw another great gliding

Day four provided an even better
weather day, enabling a much longer task

weather day with again a slight rise in
temperature and strong thermals with

to be set, although starting later. The
weather prediction was for relatively light

cu, resulted in a task set from Waikerie
to Meribah, Wentworth and return. The

winds, slightly increased temperatures
with cu on the Flinders Ranges and strong

weather was as predicted enabling good
climbs under cu to around 11 OOOft, again

1
2
3
4
6
7

Photos: John Hudson

punda and return to Waikerie was flown

January 2011

also won by Terry Cubley.
With the daily winner allocated 1000

OVERALL SCORES

Terry Cubley
Peter Temple
Craig Vinall
Grant Hudson
Peter Paine
Greg Jackson

Adelaide SC
Adelaide SC
Waikerie GC
Waikerie GC
Waikerie GC
Waikerie GC

4924
4620
4050
3887
2725
2682

points
points
po ints
points
points
points

~
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Interview:
KRAIG COOMBER

1996 Forbes Flatlands (I-r): Reba Moyes, Jack Cain
(kids) Kraig Coomber, Drew Cooper

Congratulations you)ve just won the Santa
Cruz Flats competition for the second year
in a row; I heard its the only competition
you)ve competed in the last two years. You
must like flying there?
Yes, I like it a lot. It is similar to the flatlands in Australia so I'm quite comfortable
Aheto: Richar-d Tabaka

there. I've always preferred the flats over
mountains - there is something about
being able to fly in any direction you want!

Vicki Cain and Corinna Schwiegershausen

. What motivated you to get into hang gliding?
I always thought about flying when I
was a kid and had a school teacher that

JUST ABOUT EVERYONE IN THE US HANG GLIDING SCENE WILL

flew hang gliders. He would tell us about
his flying and it seemed like the coolest

KNOW OF KRAIG COOMBER, A LIKEABLE AUSSIE AND UNASSUMING

thing you could do. I remember calling a
hang gliding school in North Queensland ..

MASTER OF THE ART OF HANG GLIDING. A VETERAN OF THE

when I was about 12 asking them what I
needed to do to fly. They told me I had to

COMPETITION HANG GLIDING WORLD CIRCUIT, KRAIG STARTED

wait until I was 16. I started taking lessons
at 15 and had my first solo shortly after

HIS CAREER AT THE MOYES FACTORY IN AUSTRALIA, FLYING IN

my 16th birthday.

COMPETITIONS FROM AGE 17. HE NOW DISTRIBUTES FOR MOYES USA

When did you first start competing
andwhatwasyourfirstbigwin?

./~

IN LOS ANGELES AND WITH A FAMILY AND

I started competing in 1993 and it quickly
became my goal to make the Australian

THRIVING BUSINESS , HIS CIRCUIT TIME HAS

team. I had my first big win in 1996 at the
Forbes Flatlands competition. I was 19 at
the time.

DIMINISHED , YET REMAINS REMARKABLY

What was your first job?
My first official job was working at the

FRUITFUL: ANNUALLY, ONE COMPETITION ,
ONE WIN . NOT BAD .

Moyes Factory.
. I started test flying for Moyes while
I was still in High School. Stanwell Park
was their primary test flying site and it .
was only 15 minutes from where I lived.
My school was on a bay so it was easy
to keep tabs on the weather. As soon as
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me to get away for international trips
these days!

Who do you see as the top favorites for
the next worlds title at Monte Cucco?
There are several pilots that have the
ability to win. It will come down to who
makes the least mistakes. Jonny Durand
certainly has a chance.
The Moyes USA trailer loaded up in LA before
heading to the Florida comps

the boats would cock toward the south
(indicating flyable wind direction at
Stanwell), it would be near unbearable
for me to be there. Lets just say that
school would sometimes end a little
earlier than it should in these conditions!
You're originally from Australia but living in
the US now, how did that come about?
My first trip to the US was in 1996 and
I loved every bit of it. It felt like home
to me, just on a bigger scale. I met my
wife to be in 1997 which eventually led
to me settling in the US in 2000. I took
over the Moyes distributorship from Ken
Brown in 2007, and have been running it
in conjunction with my Specialty Vehicle
dealership since.

How many World Championships have
you competed in?
Four. Australia 1998, Brazil 2003, Australia
2005, United States 2007.
You missed the World's in Laragne, was that
so you can vie for a spot on the US team?
I missed the World's in Laragne due to
work committments. It's not so easy for

How are you preparing yourselffor long
competitions like the Worlds?
The best way to prepare for a long competition is to fly. I don't feel the type of
flying (coastal or inland) you do is particularly critical, just as long as you are getting plenty of air time. Having your equipment dialed in is also very important.
How do you deal with mistakes - in the air,
after the flight, and before the next day
of the comp?
When I make a major mistake during a
flight I usually take a step back and work
on damage control. The natural tendency
is to get impatient and try to make up for
the error immediately which will usually
put you on the ground. I've lost count of
how many times I've switched to damage
control mode and then ended up winning
or finishing in the top few for the day.
If I don't recover from my mistake
and have a bad day, I try not to dwell
on it too much. The next day is a whole
different story, get over it and move on.
What would be your preferred place for
a hang gliding World Championship?
Anywhere with consistant weather.
I prefer flatlands, but a site that has
traditionally consistant weather is key.
Forbes, Australia would be great!
Do you have a mentor?
There are several pilots that I would
consider mentors. Steve Moyes, Tomas
Suchanek and Atilla Bertok have
all contributed to me becoming a
competitive pilot.

Kraig with his family at the Grand Canyon

Kraig with cars from his Specialty Vehicle Dealership

January 2011

How does hang gliding fit in with your
family life?
Hang gliding generally isn't the easiest
sport to mix in with family life! It is
somewhat selfish in that respect. Having
a very understanding wife definitely
makes things easier!
Where is your local flying site?
My local sites in California are Sylmar,
Crestline, Elsinore and Torrey Pines.

2010 Santa Cruz Flats (I-r): Jonny Durand 2nd place
(Moyes), Kraig Coomber 1st place (Moyes), Carl
Wallbank 3rd place (Moyes)

2009 Santa Cruz Flats (I-r): Robin Hamilton 2nd place
(Moyes), Kraig Coomber 1st place (Moyes), Derreck
Turner 3rd place (Moyes)

Are you interested in any other sports?
I like to ride dirt bikes. We have a motocross park nearby that we go to on a
pretty regular basis.
Whtlt can you
recommend to
young pilots
to improve
their skills and
performance?
Fly as many
competitions
as you can.
Hang gliding
is unique in
that you can
Playing with bikes in his spare time
show up to a
competition
and fly with the best pilots in the world.
The top pilots are generally very friendly
and are more than willing to offer advice.
When you're flying at your local site,
keep a competitive mind set. Challenge
yourself with tasks and get familiar with
your flight instruments while doing them.
What is your aim in 2011 ?
Compete and finish well in two hang
gliding competitions and to work hard
and playas often as possible.

Photos: Courtesy Kraig Coomber
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HGFA News · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2011 Bright Paragliding Open
5 to 12 February 2011

With funding from the HGFA, State
Associations and CAsA, earlybird registra-

•

The major goal of the week is to support

•

. and encourage intermediate pilots and
those new to competition through the

tion fee for participants is a bargain $95
for the full five days flying. Similar skills
clinics with full-time instructors normally

following initiatives.
Each day will feature a lecture from

cost more tha n $1000! But wa it, there's
more: Registration includes a welcoming

very experienced pilots (Brian Webb,
Andrew Horchner, Craig Collings, Geoff

barbecue and a yummy presentation dinner, club membership, goodie bags, prizes,

Wong, James Thompson and Mads synder-

T-shirts and more! Airborne and Moyes

The HGFA will continue to advise
members as discussions proceed.

gaard) on various topics aimed at helping
you fly with greater confidence:

are generously helping out by supplying
a few loan gliders to make it more afford-

Clean Up Aust ralia Day

•

Weather and forecasting tools

•

Mental preparation

able for HG pilots travelling from distant
states. We've also applied for funding to

Right from the time I started flying about
18 years ago, I was, and am to this day,

•

Understanding scoring

•

The value of goal setting

cover your accommodation expenses and
will know in February whether we can

•

Dealing with fear and making

make this event even more affordable!

very impressed with how much the average hang and paraglider pilot cares about
keeping our flying sites clear of litter.

To register and pay online (payment

it work for you

We aim to provide a mentoring pro-

CASA Discussion Paper (DP 1006AS)
short urI [http ://bit.ly/hWcxQp]
HGFA Response to DP 1006AS
short urI PDF [http://bit./y/eBBUye]

•

ASAC Response to DP 1006AS
short urI PDF [http://bit./y/e4RTDK]

All pilots would benefit with familiarising themselves with these documents.

I've seen pilots stop whilst driving up

gram to intermediate pilots and those

via Paypal, credit card or direct deposit)
and for more information, go to the web-

to launch on a lonely bush track to pick
up trash someone else had thoughtlessly

new to competition. The idea is to assign

site [http://womenwithwingsclinic.blogspot.

left on the side of the road. I've seen

a 'buddy' to assist pilots in any aspect of

com/] and join our forum [womenwith

competition and their daily preparation

wings2@googlegroups.com] to introduce

pilots sitting around waiting for the wind
to come on, go to their car, return with

in order to get the most from attending

yourself to other female pilots, arrange

this and other competitions.

carpooling, share accommodation, etc.
Don't miss out on this fantastic event.

The general focus is on assisting pilots
new to competition to get the most they

You will gain skills, confidence, inspiration

can from each flying day.
For more information and to register

and friends! For more information contact

please go to [www.brightopen.org] .

telephone 0427 656545.

me on <hmckerral@adam.com.au> or
Helen McKerral

Benn Kovco, Organiser

Cost is $95 Earlybird, $120 later. Headquarters is Camp Krusty (Outdoor Inn, Bright)
with camping or cabin accommodation .
We have fantastic mentors, instructors
and guest lecturers on board, including
Brian Webb and Andrew Horchner, Tove
Heaney, Craig Collings and Olli Barthelmes.
Our HG instructor is the very experienced
Tony Barton, so even the newest HG and
PG pilots, with only a few hours or who
have never flown inland before, will be
building their skills in the most supportive
and confidence-inspiring environment.
At the last WWW event, most particpants
had PBs - furthest, highest and longest
flights - and came away empowered in
their flying and decisionmaking.
There will be theory workshops and
guest lectures on topics including XC skills,
instruments, dealing with fear, human
factors/situational awareness and of
course lots and lots of flying!
26 Soaring Australia

as commendable. I don't know how often
imagine that even though we're most
likely the ones keeping our sites tidy, we'd

Surveillance Equipage in this decade'.

and Kiewa Valleys and with ~egistration
on the evening of Sunday 6 March 2011.

ronment, or maybe just our launch sites,
and their immediate surrounds - still just

In October 2010, CAsA published a Discus-

This will be a fun, inspiring skills clinic for

in Bright, Vic, with flying in the Ovens

the rubbish that's been left lying around.
So, we obviously care about our envi-

the general public realises we do this. I'd

sion Paper (DP 1006As) with the title 'CAsjj;s

of all experience levels. The event is held

everyone starts traipsing around tidying up

CASA News
Women With Wings 2 - Flysafe,
Flyfar, Flyfun Skills Clinic
7 to 11 March 2011
Aussie women hang and paraglider pilots

a handful of trash bags to hand out and
without encouragement or coercion

Plan for Communication, Navigation and
The thrust of the DP is the recommendation that all aircraft operating in
Australian airspace be fitted with ADS-B
transponders over the coming decade.
The HGFA is obviously alarmed and

generally be the first assumed responsible
if anyone saw any trash lying around. This
is where Clean Up Australia Day comes in.
The Newcastle Hang Gliding Club has
registered a Clean Up Australia Day site
at one of our prime flying sites. We have
a current project to source a banner with ·

concerned with the content of this DP
since, if it were adopted as regulatory

our club logo for just such events, and
believe that by being visibly involved in

policy, it would effectively render the fly-

Clean Up Australia Day, the locals near
our sites will be more likely to recognise
our group as a force for good, rather

ing disciplines represented by the HGFA
as untenable within Australia. The HGFA
have formally responded to CAS A regarding this DP (see links below).
The Australian Sport Aviation Confederation (AsAC) and the other Recreational
Aviation Organisations (RAOs), such as the
GFA; also strongly oppose the recommendations proposed in DP 1006AS and have
responded to CAsA accordingly.
The HGFA is continuing to work with
AsAC and the other RAOs to challenge
the recommendations proposed in DP
1006As. In add ition, the HGFA is asking
CAsA to investigate the use of low cost,
low power, GPS based air-to-air alerting
devices (ie Flarms) as a viable alternative .
To find out more plea.se go to :

than an obscure annoyance.
The next Clean Up Australia day is
not until 6 March 2011 . I encourage you
to get your club involved in this great
cause. If you are unable to attend, you
can always donate. I'll encourage all my
workmates to donate, and you can do
the same. If you prefer to donate, then
feel free to sponsor our clean-up-site
at [www.cleanupaustraliaday.org.au/
H.ickson+st+Launch+site].
Dawson Brown, Newcastle HG Club

Integrated Information System
IRIS is a web-based system which allows
HGFA pilots to submit accident/incident
reports at any time, from any location .
January 2011

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
IRIS allows you to report all types of
occurrences easily, whether a near miss,
accident or a variation from normal
procedures. This closed loop system
facilitates improved safety through
awareness, educate and communication.
IRIS has been specifically tailored
for use by HGFA members and will
form an important part of our Safety
Management System . IRIS allows safety
occurrences to be addressed by the HGFA
and for everyone to receive feedback on
how to improve safety. By reporting all
occurrences, the HGFA becomes aware of
issues, can follow up on them and report
back to other pilots. By doing this our
lessons learnt become everyone's lessons

Filled with evocative imagery f rom some of
the finest photographers in our little pond,
this could be a great gift for this season.
The book is sold through XCShop.com
and retails for £34.95, and even contains
a long bonus section about the history of
competition paragliding.
Mads will be in Australia in February
2011, courtesy of UP and High Adventure
Paragliding. Apart from his book, he'll be
bringing UPs new range of wings for test
flights and will be doing seminars of XC
flying and competing at chosen venues,
starting from Queensland and heading
down the coast to arrive for the Bright
XC Open. If you wish to attend any of his
seminars or test flights, please contact Lee

Skywalk Poison3

learnt. We can all help each other to
improve the safety of our sport.
The HGFA is running a test program

Scott. Free transport and retrieves will
be supplied by UP and High Adventure,

flight memories (with PC

email <fly@highadventure.com.au> for

of IRIS. This involves reporting your

full details.

maximin temperatures.
An internal Lithium

occurrences on IRIS over the coming
weeks. Your participation and feedback .
will assist in the implementation of
IRIS across the entire HGFA. To become
involved or for further information
contact Chris Drake <Chris.Drake@
hgfa.asn.au> or Sarah FitzGerald (ASN)
<sfitzgerald@aerosafe.com.au>.

UP and High Adventure

Skywalk Poison3 Certified
Skywalk's flagship, the Poison, is now in
its third generation in sizes M and 5 with
EN-D and respectively LTF-D certification.
The bar was already high for the P3,

download), and stores

Polymer battery gives
10 hours operation and
is re-chargeable from
240 plug pack, 12v Cig
lighter and USB.
The Ascent vario is
ideal for those pilots seek-

since the Poison2 was such an extraordi-

ing a lightweight easy to use instrument

nary success; consecutive two-time winner

- eg: hikelfly, tandem pilots, Comp/XC

Airborne Factory Safety Inspections

in the Serial Class of the German PG

pilots back up and, of course, as an every-

These apply to hang glider wings, microlight wings and trikes. Get peace of mind

League and highly treasured by pilots for
its well-balanced flight performance.

day unit for those seeking to minimise
their equipment.

with a factory safety check of your aircraft for the summer season. We carry out

Poison3, like the optimised AerofabrixAL32

a full frame inspection and bettsometer
sail test. A report on any areas requiring

with a double protective coating, improving the mechanical abrasion resistance

attention will be provided and any main. tenance can be carried out at the owners
request. Fun/Sting $190, high performance glider and trike wing $250, trike

Skywalk has added highlights to the

of the legendary silver cloth.
Despite an aspect ratio of 7, the P3
impresses with good balanced handling,
which in turn helps to realise the

The RRP is $299 including delivery.
For more information contact the
importer Manilla Paragliding, Godfrey
Wenness, ph: 02 67856545 or email
<skygodfrey@aol.com>. For info on the
web go to [www.flymanilla.com] .
Godfrey Wenness

enormous flight performance .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The rigid foil elements in the profile
nose, in combination with the innovative

FAI now on Facebook and Twitter

individual line connections to the risers

The FAI has joined the world of social

provide unprecedented stability, above all
when accelerated.

media . Check out the FAI Facebook page
[www.facebook.com/airsports.fai] and

NEW PRODUCTS

The Poison3 is certified in the size M
from 90 to 11 Okg and S covers the range

become a fan.

New Book and Australian Seminars:
Mads Syndergaard

from 80 to 100kg. More information at
[www.skywalk.info].

base $203, all prices include GST. Scheduled maintenance services are also available, phone for details. Phone spare parts
on 02 49449199 to make a booking.
Airborne

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Mads has been busy typing away at his pet project this past season - an
A to Z guide to competition paragliding. The
book covers all aspects
of flying comps on a
paraglider, from physical
and mental preparations before even leaving home, to catching up once the gaggle
has had the poor grace to leave you behind.
January 2011

Ralf Gittfried, Skywalk Australia

New Lightweight Ascent Vario
from USA
The new Ascent vario is now available
in Australia from Manilla Paragliding.
Weighing only 40 grams this small alti/
vario has the same functions as larger
heavier units in a 44x60x16mm housing
which can be wrist-mounted like a watch
It has two altimeters, highly sensitive
vario with averager, ftlm selectable, 200

FAI NEWS

By connecting with the FAI and air
sports fans community on Facebook, you
will have the opportunity not only to
get updates on all FAI activities, browse
videos and pictures, but also share your
pictures, open discussions, comment on
feeds ... We invite you to take an active
part in the FAI Facebook page.
Another means of keeping in touch
with the FAI is to head over to our Twitter
page [www.twitter.com/airsports_fai] and
follow our tweets.
Let's meet online, whether it be on
Facebook or Twitter!
Faustine Carrera, FAI

¥"
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AN UNEVENTFUL TRIP!
Dave Goldsmith

he story was relayed to Australian
Gliding Museum committee members by
email late on Thursday evening, 14 Octo-

The Kestrel in the rafters at Cunderdin

ber. "We are back home in Gisborne after

Club, the Beverley Soaring Society and the

an uneventful trip." Little was I to know

Gliding Club of WA, as well as Balaclava

we head off on the 3D-minute trip,

how this comment was to tempt fate!

Gliding Club and Waikerie Gliding Club

Jenne having placed plastic sheeting and

en-route. Thanks again for your wonder-

buckets strategically, including above the

ful hospitality, guys and girls!

exposed spars of the Kestrel!

The museum had been trying to
get two historic gliders, a Grunau Baby
and a Kestrel, from the Gliding Club of

After extracting the Kestrel from the

Heading down the steep hill near home,

Western Australia back to Bacchus Marsh,

rafters of the hangar and loading the glid-

at a reduced speed because of the severe

for about 18 months. It was within 15

ers at Cunderdin, we drove back to Gisborne.

conditions, I notice the trailer trying to

minutes of happening five months ago,

All up, 835Dkm exactly. Then I sent out the

overtake our vehicle on the right hand

however my truck-driver friend could

fateful arrival advice mentioned above! .

side! Slowing to a stop, we park on the

not proceed when his yard foreman was

Next morning after a good sleep I

sacked just as the trip was to commence!

visit the post office to collect the mail, in

yellow lines on a slight crest! Jenne puts

pouring rain, when Jenne rings - Mayday!

out the safety alert triangle, which blows

was a chance to combine business and

- the trailer is leaking like a sieve on the

away in the wind. The rain continues un-

pleasure; visit WA and bring them back

exposed wooden gliders within; we have

abated, the buckets are not coping, and

ourselves! Bertha the Bedford had been

to get them under cover and dry at

we find the drawbar welding has given

recently superseded by a nice Avan motor

Bacchus Marsh asap! I rush home and

away and we are going nowhere!

Finally, Jenne and I decided that here

. restricted area beside the road, double

home on a turbo-diesel Fiat, and Ian
Patching kindly offered his enclosed Longwing Kookaburra trailer.
The trip went well, and to cut a long
story short, we dropped the trailer at
Cunderdin and enjoyed the tourist trail in
the south-west for nine wonderful days.
We were delighted to spend time and
meet members of the Narrogin Gliding
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[www. vintageglidersaustralia.org.aul

Urgent phone calls; finally a tow truck
operator was contacted ("be there in 20
minutes!"), and we settle down to try and
keep the gliders dry in the freezing wet
conditions! During the next five hours,
and many phone calls, we try to keep
warm and dry; fortunately the motor
home, on a left lean in the long wet
grass, provided some creature comforts.

Why, oh why, had I unloaded all our
clothing and dry socks the previous
evening? Finally the tow truck arrives
and with some difficulty the large
trailer is loaded. "Not taking that to
Bacchus Marsh, too unstable," the driver
announces. Fortunately he agrees to try
for Melton, where his day job as a welder
allows the trailer to be repaired.

0

We tow the trailer to the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe at Bacchus airfield, and with
John Ashford's help unload and dry off
the gliders before they sustain serious
damage. Driving home cold and tired late
that night, I vowed to never again call
a trip successful until it is REALLY over!

~
Photos: David Goldsmith

iWEBFOOT' MELBOURNE CUP VINTAGE
RALLY - 30 OCTOBER TO 2 NOVEMBER 2010
Jenne Goldsmith - Reprinted from Vintage Times issue 120
n weather better suited to ducks,
the Vintage Gliders Australia
Melbourne Cup Rally 2010 was

water appeared as it was sadly decided
that the Museum would probably not be
able to fly its T31 on its open day after

held over four days at Bacchus
Marsh on the long weekend of Saturday,

all . Some even worried that maybe not

30 October to Tuesday, 2 November last

a quorum for the annual general meeting
that was planned for the day as well.

year. The Australian Gliding Museum
contributed greatly to the occasion by
holding an open day on the Sunday at
their Bruce Brockhoff annexe on the field.
The weather bureau, in the days
leading up to the event, made very clear
their expectation of flooding rain over
the weekend. It is true that their dire
warnings did induce some to leave their

enough people would come to make up
Alan Patching, Wayne Mackley, Lee Cowie and Dave Schuur
with the Platypus

Sunday dawned grey and raining, but
the latter worry proved completely needless.
Over 40 people from four states turned

circumstances for Bacchus Marsh - we had
the sky almost to ourselves! A Cessna 150

up for the meeting and open day, despite

flew in to do a couple of circuits before

the weather. At the AGM, Alan Patching
stepped down as president, with David

leaving again and a Decathlon shared the

Goldsmith now taking that position.
Bernard Duckworth, son of gliding

air for a short while, otherwise it was just
the Ka4, trusty Super Cub tug MSA, the
ibis and the eagles.
John Mackley put the Ka4 to its best

gliders at home but let it not be said that
all in vintage circles are not of highly opti-

pioneer Dick Duckworth, was elected to
the committee, with all other committee

mistic nature, or don't possess a healthy

members being re-elected. The hangar

training with instructor Ross Birch before

dose of scepticism when it comes to forecasts, or, heaven forbid, lack enthusiasm

talk was lively as people marvelled at the

David and I took it away for a magic 46

progress the museum has made during
the 10 years since its inception and inspect-

minutes up to cloud base of 4300ft. The

to fly!

use as a trainer and did some aerotow

cu worked reliably and the ibis showed

Despite the diabolical nature of the
said forecast, there were two vintage gliders (Ka4 and Boomerang) lined up at the

craft, archive centre, and display of the

launch point ready to fly early on Satur-

Firsthand stories from some about their

day morning. It was only the tardy arrival
of the rostered tug pilot (can't imagine

experiences of flying some of the exhibits
added rich colour to the history on display.

WHY he was so tardy) that caused there
to be no vintage aviating to occur on the
first day of the rally.

Monday dawned blue and sunny;

fourth design of Rudolf Kaiser, which

the rivers of water had stopped running
the previous day but the lakes, though
receding, still abounded. We assumed

was factory named the 'Rhoenlerche
II', meaning 'Rhoen-Lark II' in English).

With not a small measure of disappointment the aircraft were returned
to their hangars about midday when it
became obvious that maybe the heavens
were going to open shortly thereafter;
a remarkably accurately forecast. And
indeed they did! It pelted down, and just
when you thought it couldn't possibly
get any heayier it drummed even louder
on the hangar roof. Webbed feet and
well-oiled feathers became a distinct
advantage for anyone wanting to get
around outside. A car was bogged up to
its axle when it departed from the gravel
near the Museum. Lakes and rivers of
January 2011

ed its highly significant collection of airDick Duckworth collection of photographs.

that the field would be too wet to fly
and set about some work in the Museum.
Tantalising cumulus appeared overhead,
and our rostered duty instructor for the
day, Martin Power (now a new VGA
member, welcome Martin!), appeared on
the field. Not one deficient in enthusiasm,

where the best bits were, the Ka 4 giving
the lie to the rather unkind nickname
the type had earned in Germany of
'Rhoenstein', translating to 'Rhoen rock'
in English (the Rhoen is the region in
Germany that gave birth to the Ka4, the

We explored its very pleasant flight
characteristics with some chandelles, stalls
and steep turns to get down and allow
John Buchanan and Martin to take it up
for another three quarters of an hour
before putting her safely back to bed.
The last day of the rally (Cup Day)
gave us the field completely to ourselves,
no power traffic at all except for our tug.

as befits a VGA member, Martin walked
the runway and declared enough of it dry
enough to fly.

Two different vintage birds came out
to play, the ASK 13 VH-GPZ belonging

The Vintage Gliders Australia Ka 4
Rhoenlerche II was quickly Dl'd and taken
out to the launch point with some very
pleasant flying ensuing in rather unusual

to the Geelong Gliding Club, and the
Boomerang VH-GTR owned by Theo Van
Alkemade. John Mackley explored spins
with Martin in VH-GPZ, the look upstairs
Soaring Australia
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showing them that there were quite a
few scattered rain showers about. Despite

shower and associated sink forced him
home. Caleb White then took VH-GTR up

that, the lift was quite good, at times up
to a maximum altitude of 3700ft, with
David and I coming back, brakes out,
after three-quarters-of-an hour. Sylvia

for another 35 minutes in an interesting
flight during which he soared along the
line of a front in a compromise between
weak lift and light drizzle, before pushing
through heavier rain to come home.
By then we dec·ided that the rain was

Sharman reacquainted herself with a
glider again in VH-GPZ with Martin after
many years break since she last flew her
Ka 6 in England.

beating us and it was time to put the

the Boomerang VH-GTR, during which

birds to bed and repair to the clubhouse.
All in all it was an interesting rally, the
wet of which I don't think we have ever

he shared some good air with an eagle
formatting on his wingtip, before a rain

seen before. It was great to see the many
people who turned up anyway; the

Ross Birch and John Mackley in the VGA Ka4

Museum open day adding great interest
to the event.
~

Ian Patching flew over an hour in

Photos: David Goldsmith

SCHWEIZER 1-35 RIGGED
Reprinted from Vintage Times Issue 120 and the Caboolture Gliding Club website
[www.glidingcaboolture.org.au]
ert Persson has over recent months

being re-aligned back through instruments

applied many, many hours of his unique

that had to be re-arranged to give the
cable clearance to the control panel) and

engineering expertise, experience and
wizardry to Kevin Rodda's Schweizer
SGS 1-35 (VH-WUC).
The major challenges were the re-

to repair some 'hard landing' damage to
the underside of the fuselage at the skid .
The huge tail-wheel assembly that

engineering required to replace the ori-

had been fitted to the 1-35 (with its 8"

ginal Schweizer self-retracting tow release

diameter pneumatic-tyred wheel) has

with a GFA approved Tost release (requir-

also been replaced with a much, much

ing the tow release cable to be re-directed

smaller original Schweizer 1-35 tail-wheel

to provide initial forward pull before

assembly (with a 2" solid rubber-tyred
wheel). The improvement that this will

Six members and fri-ends of the United

for take-off should be dramatic.

States Vintage Soaring Association visited
Bacchus Marsh on Sunday 7 November:

to the paintwork to the fuselage, tail-fin
and turtle-deck.
'The pocket rocket' is getting close to
being back in the air; it was re-rigged on
31 October last year for the first time in
some 22 years.
Bert Persson is very excited about
taking his next flight in VH-WUC very
soon - an aircraft that he flew during
his time with Bill Riley and Ingo Renner
at Tocumwal. Bert fondly recalls his first
flight in VH-WUC where, after finding
a few unexpected thermals early in the
flight, he pushed on to complete a leisurely 500km triangle!
The aircraft last flew in 1988 after
being imported from the USA in 1977
and located at Tocumwal by its original
Sydney based owner, the late Keith
' Nearly' Woodward.
Proud owner Kevin Rodda with the 1-35 rigged
for the first time in 22 years

UNITED STATES VINTAGE
. GLIDING ENTHUSIASTS
VISIT BACCHUS MARSH

make to the 1-35's attitude in ground roll
In recent weeks, Bernard 'Speedy'
Gonzalves has been applying his magic

The manual said 'starboard wing first'; Kevin Rodda and Eric
Dickeson guiding the wing root under the expert supervision of
Bert Persson . The other helpers in this photo are Mark Higgins,
Mick Moloney, Bernard 'Speedy' Gonzalves and Mike Grady

Bert has it all sorted out. The wings have not needed
the paint to be touched up; they have been washed
but not yet even polished!

~

Dave and Betty Schuur, Lee and Mary
Cowie, and Bill and Geneva Jokerst with
the Wabash Valley Soaring Association.
David flies a Ka6E, Lee a 1947 Grunau
Baby lib, and Mary flies her ASK-18.
The weather was a little threatening
- maybe a seven day cycle from the
previous wet rally weekend - but some
good flying was done by the visitors,
who flew the VGA Ka4 or the syndicate
Platypus, some having a flight in each.
The day was soarable, but the lively
flying in the breeze kept our visitors on
their toes. Late in the day a line of rain
showers moved threateningly towards the
launch point, and a tactical withdrawal of
the gliding operations brought the flying
to a close. Whilst at Bacchus the visitors
also inspected gliders in the Australian
Gliding Museum, and admired the unique
Zephyrus belonging to the Beaufort Club.

~

Photos : Gary Smith and Bernard Gonzalves
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FINAL GLIDE: John 'Jack' Manners
Iggulden - An Australian Gliding Legend,
12 February 1917 to 8 October 2010
Kelly Rees, granddaughter of Jack Iggulden

JACK IGGULDEN WAS BORN IN 1917 IN MELBOURNE. DURING
THE GREAT DEPRESSION HE LEFT SCHOOL AGED 13 TO WORK
IN THE FAMILY BUSINESS , PLANET LIGHTING, A COMPANY
HIS FATHER HAD ESTABLISHED IN 1911. TO MAKE ENDS MEET,
HE , HIS FATHERAND BROTHER MADE BOOMERANGS IN THE
FACTORY AND DROVE AROUND THE VICTORIAN COUNTRYSIDE
THROWING AND SELLING THEM.

n 1942, Jack married Helen, and

until in his 80s. In Bellingen, Jack was

their partnership continued until

involved in campaigns to oppose the demo-

his death 68 years later.

lition of the old community centre, plans

Jack was an avid glider pilot.

to take water out of the Bellinger River to

He and his brother built their first glider

supply Coffs Harbour, and efforts to keep

in their bedroom, with the wings extend-

Bellingen Hospital open. In all of these

ing across the entrance hall and into the

campaigns, Helen was an equal partner.

lounge of the family home. In 1959, Jack

Jack Iggulden had several novels pub-

was Australian National gliding champion

lished in the 60s in Australia, England

and, in 1963, represented Australia in the

and the USA and translated into other

World Gliding Championships in Argentina.

languages. His novels were studied in

He was the founding member of the

several Australian universities. The books

Australian National Gilding School and its

include 'The Storms of Summer' (1960),

director for several years. Jack wrote the

'Breakthrough' (1963), 'The Clouded

Manual of Standard Procedure for glider

Sky' (1964), 'Dark Stranger' (1965), 'The

training. The manual, still in use today,

Promised Land Papers' (three volumes,

is thought to have saved many lives and

1986-1993) and 'Silent Lies' (1996). Jack

contributed to the high level of safety

published several books on economics

of Australian gliding. Jack became Life

and determinedly completed 14 volumes

Governor of the Gliding Federation of

of memoirs in his later years.

Australia in 1965. He is still considered
a legend within the sport.
In 1970, Jack was the founding presi-

2BBB Saturday night radio programme,
'Jazz Thoughts', ran for many years. He
was one of many jazz lovers in Bellingen

Council. In 1972, he was arrested for his

that encouraged the live performance of

part in a major demonstration opposing

jazz artists, sponsored by Planet Lighting.

a pipelin~ by Esso-BHP across Port Phillip

This encouraged a significant interest in

Bay, Melbourne (Jack's earlier effort to

jazz in Bellingen, which led to the Bellingen

stop work by parking his car across the

Jazz Festival. At his death, Jack remained

pipeline easement and leaving it locked

patron of the Bellingen Jazz Society.

up for several days having, unsurprisingly,

Jack is survived by his wife Helen,

failed). In the day, this was a major environmental battle.

daughters Roberta and Kari, nine grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.
Jack's first child, Graham, died in 1951

family business, Planet Lighting, to Bellingen.

aged seven years, a loss which was never

He continued to work at Planet Lighting -

far from Jack's thoughts.

January 2011

Jack Iggulden, Eric Edenback and Lawrie Lynch at the second
National Gliding School, Gawler, held from 17 October to
1 November 1959
Photo from the Kevin Gillespie slide collection

Jack was an ardent fan of jazz and his

dent of the Port Phillip Conservation

In 1974, Jack moved his family and the

A young Jack Iggulden

Jack Iggulden and Alan Patching, Gawler, 1959
Photo from the Kevin Gillespie slide collection

~
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WHAT 'S 'OVERDEVELOP'?
Peter Davies

IT WAS 8:30 IN THE MORNING OF FRIDAY, 5 APRIL 1985. COL, TREV AND I WERE ENJOYING BREAKFAST
IN T H E POREPUNKAH ROADHOUSE WHEN JOHN REYNOLDSON CAME IN TO PAY FOR SOME FUEL.
HE CALLED OUT TO US AS HE LEFT, "YOU BETTER GET YOURSELVES UP THE HILL AS IT IS GOING
TO OVERDEVELOP." WE CALLED OUT "THANKS ," AND "SEE YOU LATER," AND THEN COLLECTIVELY
SAID TO EACH OTHER, "WHAT DOES 'OVERDEVELOP' MEAN? 11 WE DECIDED TO GET A MOVE ON AS
'RENNO ' MADE IT LOOK LIKE HASTE WAS A GOOD IDEA AND PROMISED OURSELVES TO LOOK UP
'OVERDEVELOP' AT SOME STAGE LATER.

hen we arrived at Mt. Buffalo

in zero and a little up for a few minutes.

launch, all of the other pilots

Col went right and I went left. Soon after

speed, the climb rate went to over 800ft/
min. I radioed Col and he confirmed that

were lined up ready to go. We

we separated we both hit strong lift. The

he was in the same predicament. I told

vario was chirping away nicely and we

felt that this was a little unusual as
it was only 11 am and the best part of the

were at 4500ft and cloudbase before we

him to follow his compass and keep his
control movements to a minimum to

day was still two hours away.

knew it. Again, this was a little unexpect-

avoid a turn. He radioed back, "I don't
have a compass." The air was thankfully

big white fluffy cumulus. They were so

ed as I was sure the other guys got much
higher than this. I guess the greyish black

incredibly white, looking at them hurt

clouds we were now flying under weren't

your eyes, and they looked alive against

as high or lifty as the earlier white ones.

the clear blue sky as they silently billowed

I radioed to Col, "Where do you want

and puffed. We wanted to get in the
air as quickly as we could because each

to go?" and he responded somewhat
agitated : "West, go west." I asked him

of the other pilots who had launched

if there was anything wrong and he just
yelled: "Look at Porepunkah airstrip. "

The sky looked awesome with lots of

reasonably calm and my compass was a
large floating 'Ball' marine style unit, so
I was able to use it as a direction indicator
as well as a crude artificial horizon . With
my heart in my throat and my eyes glued
to my compass I prayed for salvation .
The storm was not going to be beaten

were all instantly and magically hoisted
vertically skywards at an amazing rate.

This was somewhat difficult as everything

easily as it decided to unleash another
weapon - lightning-. What started off

We were also the newbies of the group

to the east of the right spur from Buffalo

as a few rumbles of thunder followed by

so we wanted to keep the guns in sight,
but this was not going to bethe case

was hidden behind a sheet of water!
The heavens had opened and we were

as halfway through our set-up the guns

right in the middle of being chased down

a flickering sheet of white quickly gained
momentum and became absolutely furious . From the placement of the thunder -

were all long gone.

by a thunderstorm stretching from. south

and lightening, the storms location seem -

to north as far as the eye could see.

ed to be north-east of me and from this

There were just the three of us left
on take-off. Col was set up first and -was

I radioed back to Col, "Let's head to

ready to launch . I had never seen a guy
stuff battens while still carrying his glider
to take-off before! I was next and Trev,

Myrtleford, FAST!"
With Col a couple of k's behind,
higher and further to the north, I pointed

being only a Hang 3, was going to drive
the car down and pick us up after our

the nose west and stuffed the bar. I was
worried about my lack of speed (no VG

XC epic. That was the totality of our plan.

in a Probe II) and my ability to get down
before the storm caught me, but this

What could possibly go wrong?
There was a good consistent breeze,
but the launch came on with a vengeance
when the thermals came through! We
decided to wait until a thermal had
passed and to launch between instead
of into the beginning of a cycle .
Col blasted off the ramp like a top
fuel dragster and I followed right behind
him so we both got off into the same
bit of air which was going nowhere.
Th is was unexpected as the other guys
had shot straight up. We circled around
32 Soaring Australia

soon became a secondary worry. All the
time I had been just under the clouds
and now I was at 5500ft in what looked
like the top of a gigantic upturned bowl.
The centre of the cloud I was under was
sucking itself higher and me along with
it! I was now looking down over the
left spur and heading out to the valley
when the ground disappeared . I was in
the cloud good and solid with a climb
rate of 500ft/min and there was nothing
I could do about it. If I eased off the

.1 guessed the storm was moving to the

north away from me, but heading right
for Col.
Col was in a real mess now as he had
no idea where he was or where he was
going. We had both been in cloud for
over 10 minutes. He radioed back that he
was holding the glider at trim and going
up at 650ft/min and doing 65mph. Later
we concluded that the only way this could
happen was if he was in a radical sideslipping turn in rapidly rising air. Could it
get any wor~e? Yes, it could.
_ Col must have unintentionally flown
back towards take-off and into the eye
of the storm. The lightening was so close
and so violent that it was burning his eyes
with every bolt. Col would surely have
been blinded temporarily and perhaps
unable to see or land if not for the dark
January 2011
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'Bolle' glasses with the side-covering
leather flaps he was wearing. These are as
close to welding goggles as you can get
and just as well, because he was receiving
the equivalent of welders flash with every
lightning bolt. This was perhaps the most
frightening aspect of the whole ordeal.
Lightning bolts blasting past you close
enough to touch! My vario would freak
out with every bolt and the needle was
wavering around as if the instrument
was displaying levels of electrical field
strength rather than displaying my vertical climb or, preferably, sink. I moved my
focus from my vario to my mechanical
and therefore reliable altimeter which
now displayed 6800ft. Our AM band CBs
were being triggered by the lightening
as well, but thankfully neither of us could
hear each others high pitched screams.
This was incredibly eerie as now we had
the thunder all around us and in our
heads as well.
I had now been over 15 minutes
in the cloud. I was heading west with
the bar at my shoulders and mostly in
control and Col was in a state of complete
vertigo. He radioed to me that he was
going to use his body as a pendulum and
when he was hanging straight down, fly
the glider in that direction. He released
the VG on his GTR and let go. He swung
across to the right downtube. He grabbed
the basebar and rolled across to the left,
straightened up and let go. He swung
. across to the right downtube again. Col
then heaved the basebar to the right
and jammed his left shoulder against the
left downtube and held it there until the
wind noise dropped. He let go again. He
swung to the right of centre, but this was
enough to determine where straight and
level was. He centred the bar and flew off
into more of the unknown, always testing
his direction by releasing the basebar
and correcting for any offset from a
vertical hang.
There was a real danger now that
as I was heading away from Buffalo Col
could have flown right back over it with
all of its rocky outcrops and monstrous
trees to come down in. Col radioed his
progress and he felt he was flying away
from the storm as the lightning seemed
further away. Then it happened, I know
what Columpus felt when he saw land for
the first time after a year of travel! Out
of the mist I got a glimpse of ground, but
as soon as it appeared it was gone. I saw
enough to know I was over the Ovens
valley and on my way to Myrtleford, or
something that looked a lot like that.
January 2011
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I popped out of the cloud again and I
could see that I was flying down the side
of the upturned bowl of a cloud and this
is really when I understood the size of the
storm we had been in, as the base of the
cloud had to be several kilometres across.
I flew at maximum speed, watching
intently as the ground faded in and
out of view, and for the first time in an
eternity I was going down! My flight
path saw me following the side of this
great bowl and my sink rate increased
at a greater rate the further I got away
from the centre. I radioed to Trev that I
was going to be okay and I was going to
land on the Ovens highway somewhere
between Ovens and Myrtleford and that
he should chase Colin. Trev radioed back
that he had to pullover to the side of
the road halfway down the hill as the
rain was so strong, visibility was zero and
water was pumping into the car through
a crack in the windscreen and any other
gap that was not pressure-tested, and
the car was filling up with water like he
had driven off a pier and into the bay.
I went on a heading to take me as far
away from the storm as possible and only
made one turn at the end of this glide
into wind and, ironically, did a one-step
landing facing back towards Buffalo in
a light breeze.
I guy called Paul saw me land and
came over with a beer. Some kids came
over as well and the surreal nature of
the whole event kicked in when they
asked all of the usual questions. How
to you explain something like this to a
non-pilot? As I was packing my gear up
at record pace and babbling incoherently
about cloud suck, lightening and Colin
still being up there, he suggested to
come back to his place, Ucause it sounds
like you guys could really do with some
serious unwinding. U I accepted his kind
offer on the proviso that when we found
Colin, we would have something left to
bring back. I heard Trev crackle over the
radio, so I gave him my position and he
arrived shortly after.
Col had been on the radio as well and
he was now ahead of the storm and able
to see that he was in Happy valley where
he intended to be land in record time.
We threw the glider on the roof and
jumped into the car which had an inch of
water sloshing around on the floor and
sped off to Happy valley.
We found Col easily and when we
got closer to him, it was clear that the
storm had one more surprise left. He
was absolutely soaked! He had come in

full HD 1080p
Remote control
110' angle
Viewfinder
Zoom
Multiple mount options

The Orin HOllO

Camera
www.RideTheSpiral.net
on final into wind but going backwards,
and after he had run out his landing in
reverse, had just enough time to climb
out on the front flying wires, unhook
them and pull the glider down on top
of himself before the gust front hit
and the rain came down. Col got out
of his harness and helmet which had
filled with over an inch of water as it
lay on the ground, and he lay under the
glider until the rain stopped. He was
whiter than the early clouds and had
difficulty seeing as there were white spots
wherever he looked. He was surprisingly
calm considering and we packed up his
glider as he checked out his gear for rain
damage and dried it as best he could.
We then travelled back to Paul's place
where we recounted the whole day and
the meaning of 'overdevelop' over a few
beers and thanked whoever or whatever
looks over drunks, children and dumb
hang glider pilots.
~
P.S.: Col was diagnosed with the equivalent of welder's flash and had to take eye
drops and wear his Bolle's day and night
for the next week until his sensitivity to
light returned to normal. He made quite
a sight jumping about on the dance floor

at the Alpine in Bright at 2am!
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'Buddy' Hang Checks
And Pre-flights

your harness. It's a bit inconvenient, but
it will stop you from falling out of your
harness if you forget to clip in .
Be extra careful with race harnesses
as they are designed for a layback flying
position, making it absolutely impossible
to recover if leg straps are not secured.

Stanwell Park HG and PG Club Safety Committee

Flight decks can block your vision when
doing a pre-flight inspection and you may
overlook doing up your leg straps.

ecentlya paraglider pilot from Bright
died having not done up his leg straps.
To avoid this sad incident repeating,
we have come up with a helpful pre-

Check'. We'd like to see ALL pilots prac-

All Pilots

tice this safety measure.
We fear that the top landing option

Should a mobile telephone call (or any-

at Bald Hill makes our members particu -

thing else) distract you from your pre-

flight safety check card that paragliders

larly prone to set-up errors because you

flight, start again . Or,even better, make

can attach to their harness and hang

land, chat, get distracted and launch

turning your mobile phone off the first

glider pilots can stick on their downtube

again. Each time you're ready to relaunch,

step in your pre-flight.

as a reminder.

make sure you "Check From Head To Toe,

Hang glider pilots seem to be taught

Before You Go!"

One of the best practices is to develop
a routine in setting up, pre-flight and pre-

from the beginning to employ a buddy

launch checks. This also applies to packing

to help them double-check the impor-

Paraglider Pilots

tant things before launching; the 'Hang

Consider leaving one leg strap done up

up which will complete your safety cycle.

~

Fly safe.

permanently so you have to step into

o
' G={]~~@J @J[sD[g)[§~

I

~~~~@J[sD [Q)[§~

HANG CHECK

PRE·FLIGHT

Ready to launch?
"Check From Head To
Toe Before You Go!"
Ask a buddy to check:

Ready to launch?
"Check From Head To
Toe Before You GO! JJ
Ask a buddy to check:

.I Hooked in

.I Pre-flight inspection

.I Secondary

.I Reserve pins

.I Carabiner

.I Helmet

.I Helmet

.I Chest I lNaist strap

.I Leg loops

.I Carabiners I

.I Parachute contained

Speed system

.I Visual glider check

.I LEG - STRAPS!

Proudly sponsored by SPHGPGC

Prou'dly sponsored by SPHGPGC
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HGFA President's Report
--...~ he last year has been somewhat
tumultuous as far as the
management of the HGFA has
been concerned. Just over 12
months has seen the complete change of
the committee, four different Operations
Managers, two Presidents (and a
partridge in a pear tree).
What has remained consistent is
what I believe the core strength of our
organisation, ie, the individual pilots
and their attitude to their chosen form
of aviation. This attitude of mentoring
new pilots and using peer pressure to
influence pilots to make the right (safe)
decisions at our flying sites has helped
keep our accident/incident rate from
increasing. Remember; every time you clip
in to ask the question: "Have I considered
everything I need to in order ensure that
I have given myself the best possible
chance of committing aviation safely?"

discuss matters arising . Committee members have individually attended meetings
with CASA staff, ASAC meetings and
forums run by CASA for RAOs. Many
volunteer hours have been consumed
in dealing with matters that on the
surface would have little relevance to the
pilot on site. I can assure you, however,
that if these matters aren't dealt with,
they could have a profound impact on
pilots' enjoyment of the sport. The issues
relating to VHF radios & transponders
come to mind.
Notwithstanding the demands on
time that volunteering brings with it,
I am always amazed at the depth of
talent and goodwill there is amongst
the pilot community to contribute. Thank
you for that!
I would like to make special mention
of the contribution of Craig Worth who

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

bloke and he will be missed by all who
knew him. My sincere sympathy and
condolences go to Suzie and his family.
2011 will bring new challenges and
some 'old' business carried over from 2010.
I believe we will have a new Operations Manager commencing in January
who will be pivotal in implementing the
improvements and changes required
to keep the HGFA relevant as a representative organisation.
Key objectives for 2011 will be:
•
•

Finalise the Operations Manual
Formalise the Memorandum of
Understanding with RAAus regarding
trike operations

•
•
•

Undertake facility audits
Review of Soaring Australia
Determination of funding arrangements
for different disciplines within HGFA
2011 will also bring an election of

passed away recently. Craig has been

members to the committee (yes, already)

As the current committee seeks to

around the sport in many capacities over

so please give serious consideration to

address the many and varied demands on
it by members and statutory authorities

the last 30 years. He is the guy that stepped into the Operations Manager's

who is representing you, what they are
doing and how well they are doing it

we are often confronted with markedly
different expectations and trying to
balance these is a real art form.

position after the departure of Chris Fogg

before you nominate or vote!

During this period the Committee has
met twice (physically) and had numerous
regular (usually weekly) webinars to

and with his past experience helped to

In the remainder of my term I will

steady the ship. Craig's attitude, depth
of knowledge and understanding of the

endeavour to communicate with as many
clubs, schools and pilots across Australia

pilot's 'psyche' was invaluable to the

seeking feedback on what things are

committee. He was a genuinely good

important to you.
Rob Woodward ~

VALE: CRAIG WORTH
Martin Halford
~........ he HGFA is very sad to advise

that Craig Worth passed away
on Saturday 27 November after
a long battle with cancer.
Craig had a very long history with
the HGFA and acted as the organisation's
Operations\General Manager for many
years. His contribution to the association,
to its pilots and the sports of hang gliding,
paragliding and weightshift microlighting
were substantial and too numerous to
mention in a few short paragraphs.
However, suffice to say, if it were not
for Craig's efforts during his involvement
with the sport, we would not be enjoying
the relatiye freedoms of flying HG and PG
in Australia that we do today!

Craig was passionate
about the HGFA and the
sport in general. After
a number of years away
from the Operations
Manager's role, he
stepped back into the
position late last year,
working through until
July this year, to help
the new Committee
through the recent
period of transition.
His contribution to
the HGFA is very much
appreciated and he will

Craig Worth

be sadly missed by all who knew him.

~
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Mt Beauty Gliding Club
New Zealand Expedition 2010
Reprinted from MBGC Newsletter [www.exalander.com/mbgc/mbgcnewspage.htm]

IN NOVEMB ER 2010 , MT BEAUTY GLIDING CLUB MBGC ) MEMBERS MARK BLAND , KITTYVIGO , AND
IAN COHN WENT TO OMARAMA, NEW ZEALAND , TO GLIDE AND HAVE FUN. THEY WERE ACCOMPANIED
BY ALAN WILSON FROM THE CANBERRA GLIDING CLUB , SUSIE COHN AND DAVE VIGO. HERE ARE
THEIR STORIES.

times before. Mark made most of the

close peaks north and south towering

arrangements and exhorted three other

4000ft or more above. There is hangarage

pilots to attend.

for perhaps 100 gliders, and the locals

That week, local identity Jerry O'Neill

Mark Bland in the Omarama Gliding Club
Duo Discus nearing Mt Cook
Photo: Alan Wilson

ALAN WILSON

own 'chalets' on the airfield . A lifestyle

coordinates a week of mountain flying

to be believed: walk to your favourite fly

and runs a daily seminar on Omarama,

fishing spot at 6am, bike up a 3000ft

slope soaring, wave flying other techni-

climb and scream down in seven minutes;

ques applicable in the region and, believe

only then should you have breakfast and

me, it is well worth attending. The course

consider gliding . Anyway I digress : Gliding

also ensures there are plenty of pilots and

is the reason we were at Omarama.

gliders around to assist new chums. While

Some 15 locals brought their [club]

I completed the FAI Diamond in 1978

gliders along to learn, then fly. The

I learnt heaps.

Omarama professionals at Glide Omarama

Omarama, of course, is a famous

I was fortunate to be a member of the

gliding site in the middle of the south

contingent of Australians who travelled

island of New Zealand. The airfield is a

to Omarama. The leader of the pack was

huge grass east/west runway more than

Mark Bland who has made the trip three

a mile long in the middle of a valley, with

briefed the weather comprehensively at
1000 then Jerry led a 50-minute talk on
. flying in the region. At 1300 or so we
launched and the sun set at about 2030.
Techniques dis(l]ssed included :

Slope soaring: Get in close to the
ridge, making sure to reduce a 90-degree
approach to 30 in plenty of time, fly 30kt
above stall to ensure manoeuvrability in
turbulence and slope soar to the point
when you can 'dominate the ridge '; ie,
fly over the peaks and enjoy the convergence of lift coming up both sides, noting
the rocks are obscured directly below
your ankles!

Wave soaring: That is pretty standard stuff to Aussies; fly 270 +/- 30.
Use GPS to mark the hot spot, keep
going west till it hurts, etc. But the NZ
wavelength is short; expect lift high over
the down slope, or near where the cloud
appears to rollover the ridge and down
the slope. Hard to believe, but that is
where it was.

. Tricks and points: In mountains the
far distant horizon is disrupted, but the
snow line is a good horizon, and if low,
enough the tree line, but there were not
Typical NZ terrain looking north from Lake Ohau along the Dobson River with Mt Cook in the distance
Pohto: Alan Wilson
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many trees . W ind increases over saddles
so fly out in front, but the conundrum is
January 2011

flying through saddles get one over the
ridge. Take care!

THE GLIDING
We arrived and I planned to fly dual
because I don't need to be a member of
yet another club, and certainly don't need
another club joining fee for two weeks
of gliding . In Australia, three months'
GFA membership and a flight check is
all that is required. A pleasant surprise,
I soon found an Ls4 for private hire and
achieved the Australian norm. Another
pleasant surprise was friendly ATC who
would try hard to grant clearance high
into controlled airspace.
The gliding was absolutely fantastic!
I generally flew for five hours, over ridges
as far as I dared, even marginally further.
The Dingles, about 40km west, has peaks

Photo: Mark Bland

Ian Cohn flying LS-6 GWC along the Ben Ohau ridge

6000ft above local terrain that is simply
tiger country, so I stayed high with

enced Kiwi pilots also looking at improv-

generously provided by Lemmy Tanner

options to the east. I was a regular over

ing their mountain cross-country skills.

from Glide Omarama, we would have ou r

Lindis Pass, slope soaring with options

own briefing with Jerry giving an hour's

Jerry has voluntarily run these courses

to known croppy strips, and down the

for many years and, together with Ivan

talk on subjects such as the essential

Dunstans. The Ben Ohau ridge climbs

Evans and several other guru pilots, has

choosing of safe land-out strips, ridge

gently for 40km, 5000ft in the south to

done a terrific job of coaching others

flying and mountain thermal sources.

8000ft peaks in the north. All along the

to fly safely in

ridge one generally has final glide to

the mountains.

Omarama (providing one flew intelligent-

I returned

ly and never downwind of a ridge).

again in 2009

Simply fantastic and scary to be so close

and have just

to ugly craggy rocks. And the epitome:

attended

Over Mt Cook at 16000ft even though

the November

it was somewhere down there below

2010 course.

or in the clouds.
Six days 35 hours, all great fun and

Joining
the Omarama

well out of my flat land comfort lone. Ian

Gliding Club

Cohn missed Diamond height by 400ft one

helped us

day, but got the Diamond with a climb to

obtain some

20000ft on Saturday, well done Ian.

gliders to fly.

Many thanks to the people at Oma-

44S

·Pukaki

This year's

rama: Jerry, Don, Paul, Frank, Tom and

course once

numerous others, and please give the

again lived up

same friendly reception to other Aussies

to expectation

who will make the trip. So much fun; so
little time .

with crosscountry flights
every day.

MARK BLAND

Including the

In 2007, encouraged by Frank Saxton,

Australians,

myself and fellow Aussie club pilot Ian

there were

Cohn took the opportunity to join in with
Jerry O'Neil 's Omarama cross-country

close to 20

course. Fr.om Mt Beauty in north-east

regulars

Victoria, we managed to hire a Libelle

from Nelson,

from Five Rivers and had a fantastic time.

Canterbury and

We were both familiar with hill flying
from our home club but learning about

pilots including

-Watlaka

m
SL: 6100 m Vario: 0.0 mls Speed: 154 ktnkl ft.GL: 5423 tTl Time: 03:18:06

Alexandra.
Every day

the complexities of the NZ weather and

after listening

the much more rugged mountains it was
great to join in with a group of experi-

to Lemmy
Weather,
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The OLC rendition of Ian Cohen 's flight showing a maximum altitude of 6100m
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ing leg of the FAI Diamond badge, the
requirement for a SOOOm gain of height.
After a check flight with Don Mallinson on 3 November, I flew the OGC LS-6
17.S on great flights around the local
Omarama area, rarely getting out of
glide range of Omarama. It's possible to
go a long way doing this when average
operating heights are around 8S00ft
above Omarama.
On a couple of days there was
wave available and I actually climbed
to 18 SOOft on one day, just short of the
Diamond height gain requirement.
On another frustrating day I climbed
to 1S000ft in good lift only to have it
Mt Cook close up

Photo: Ian Cohn

cut off by some kind of wind shear effect.
On another day I completed the set 300km
task to Cromwell and 'the wall' up the
Dobson river valley. I was actually quite
courageous doing this because many of
the local gurus did not go to Cromwell
due to extensive over development.
After getting on the wrong (lee) side
of the Dunstan range following the sunny
areas coming back from Cromwell, I actually sank relatively low near a notorious
sink hole called Stew's Gully (only about
40km from Omarama, but around SOOkm
by road) but was saved the embarrassment of a SOOkm retrieve by a good
thermal which allowed me to get on to
the St Bathans Range and climb in good
ridge lift.
The Diamond height gain flight was
done on our second last day at Omarama.
I started off really slowly on Mt St Cuthbert (Horrible) only climbing to around
SSOOft several times and pushing out west
to the enticing wave clouds only to strike

Kitty and Mark in the Duo Discus above the Dobson Valley

Photo: Ian Cohn

heavy sink and having to scurry back.
After about an hour-and-a-half I climbed

Most important for we Aussies were

to Stewart Island just to demonstrate

to around 7000ft on Horrible and flew

the techniques for wave flying and the

his superiority!

out to the Ewe range where I eventually

dynamics for finding it!
The first few days were mainly ther-

Sitting on the flight back to
Melbourne, writing this and having just

thermalled up into the wave with about
seven other sailplanes.

mal and ridge days around the Omarama

flown over 40 hours in the past 10 days

Striking out northwards I eventually

Basin with some going south to Cromwell

I'm still yearning for more and hope to

arrived at a well-developed classic lenti-

and north up the Ben Ohau's . Tuesday

be back next year with maybe a few

cular wave cloud and latched on to good

produced blue wave to about 12 to

more Aussies.

lift in the wave, climbing to an altimeter

13 OOOft and many managed to ridge

Many thanks must go to Jerry O'Neil

height of 19S00ft which I calculated

fly Mt Cook . Saturday the 13 November

and also Yvonne Loader, Don Mallinson,

should give me a margin of around

(the Regional 's practice day) topped

Geoff Soper, Hugh Turner and all the

SOOft . The GPS height was registered at

off a great week for us with Mt Beauty

others who assisted us. The camaraderie

20000ft. The rest of the flight was a scenic

member Ian Cohn finally getting his

of flying with many other club pilots keen

tour up to the Tasman glacier and return

Diamond height after 48 years gliding.

to improve is inspiring .

to Omarama.
. For those interested, my flights are

Paul Jackson (Canterbury GC) on com-

IAN COHN

logged on the On Line Contest site at

pleting their first 300km flights. It must

Having started my gliding career in

[www.on Ii necontest.org/olc-2.0/g Iid i ng/·

have been a reasonable day, however,

January 1962, about 48 years ago, my

flightbook.html?sp=2011 &st=olcp&rt=olc

as Terry Delore had a casual fl ight down

main motive for going to Omarama for

&pi=22734].

Congratulations also to Oliver (OGC) and

~

a second time was to try for the remain38 Soaring Australia
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Winch Versus Aerotow,
Costs To Solo
Colin Campbell

TRY CONVINCING MEMBERS OF A GLIDING CLUB WHICH HAS OPERATED A WINCH SINCE
ITS INAUGURATION OVER 30 YEARS AGO, TO CONSIDER MIGRATING TO AEROTOW.
-

was going to preface this report

Aeroto...·

Gender

Ab)t(;

Ma~

Pilot 1
Pik>t2
Pilot 3

~1al:

22
28

Mae

26

Pilot 4

Mab

53

firs to
sob
15.2
6.32
9,3
5.02

PintS
Pibt,6

Mai:

IS.1

Mae

38
49

Pilot 7

!vhd:

Pilot 8

Fermle
Fcrmb

8.6$
24.23
23.4
37.02
17.63

with a quote from George Bernard
Shaw about the unreasonable man
being the driver of all progress,
but my search of the net did not yield
the text. I might also have overdone
the unreasonable bit; I am getting funny
looks and people are avoiding me as
I cross the tarmac.
However, there were a few other
gems from George: "The minority is some-

times right, the majority always wrong."
"It is the mark of a truly intelligent
person to be moved by statistics. "
With the latter in mind, I placed a
request on the aus-soaring discussion
group for CFls to provide some data on
their club's last three solo pilots. It was
information that could be obtained from
club records or a quick study of the pilot's
, log book:

•

Club (not for publication)

•

Student, designate by number only

•
•

Aerotow or winch
Number of launches to solo

•
•
•

Typical launch cost.
Hours flown pre-solo
Hourly cost of glider hire

•

Age of student

S5
48
40

LatmCbes

Cost

Pre\doU$ Experience.

32
21
29
21
41
31

S1.408.00
$893.00

Nil

$1 ,.031.,0 0
$742.00

40

SI ,748.oo
SI.099.00
$1,831.00

92

$3,.046.00

,J

WUkh
Pilot 1
4.93b
Makl
35
J9"21
- $318.00
F'clllll: 19-21
$449,. 00
Pilot 2
33
9.42b
19.. 21
Pilot 3
$257.00
Ma~
3.4Sb
32
Note: PackalJl CQtU1i.e_col!Plc~ over ~d of l rmnth, witbup to 14Ja~hes per dayKlud.inB 6
Winch fauoobcs '$ 5.00; Aircmft hire $18.00~ concessxmal mte.

'Vlncb

l\faJe

15

hire costs are more significant. Launch

Winch

costs for private owners are a small component of their total costs; insurance and
opportunity costs of capital invested in
the glider. are major factors.

Pilot 4

Plbt 10
17
6.5
MaE
30
Pilot 11
Ma~
15.63
78
40
Pibt 12
Ma~
44
11.63
6S
Note: Wmch launches $ I S, Aircmfi bin: 542.00.
"-

.

.

The response was underwhelming;
you would think I was asking for the
crown jewels!
However, with the responses obtained
and some further badgering of contacts
by email and telephone, a sample of

N.il
Nil
Nil
Nil

~

pilots have longer flight times so glider

Gender
I specifically targeted the pre-solo
training phase where the launch component of costs is very significant. Solo club

723
1826.46
1463.46

Pre solo

-~---.

--

data was obtained sufficient to indicate

able effort to provide actual costs which,

some trends.

particularly for aerotow costs, varied over

I could have been more specific and
requested costs on the basis of current

the duration of the pilot's training .

¥'

charges. Some people went to consider-

January 2011

~

Hl
S4~4&2.00
Pilot 9
SI ,953.oo
Pibt 10
22
48
~
.
;
N ota: A :vera ~ tow time 7 tDO
Aeroto1'l'
6,5
43
Pilot 11
Ma~
23
S2.008.00
Note: 5 da>'OO~~t a.?nwnerciaJ o~n, with pro~ssional instructor ~ to~ pibt
Lamches $50, Ai-crail tWe $,) 32
,

SI,.314.00
16.25b
82
]5
PikltS
Male
13.83h
113
$1,545.00
Pilot 6
Mak!
14.5h
SI,325.00
19
89
Pilot 1
74
Mak:
40
12.15b
$1,104.50
Note: 6 - 8 IlX)mb ttaialng pemd t t1ying 1 day pet 'week.
Winch huaxbes $10.00; Attrafi hire S30.00.
,
Winch
PintS
:Mak!
65
17.Sh
66
$1,408.50
Pilot 9
,Ma~
S).220.50
38
15.5h
56
,WiDch fal.lOObes $11.00; Aircmfi hire $:39.00

•

Some power
Hang ~ experience
Nil
Nil
'.
P1'e\1oUS Power e

'"
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AUSTRALIA ·

•

W

VGA Annual Rally
1 to 9 January 2011

Bordertown -Keith Gliding Club. It just keeps getting
better! Contact Ian Patching <patching @westnet.
com.au>. See websites [www.vintageglidersaustralia.
org .auj and [www.brookmanonline.comj .

A
"

Forbes Flatlands HG
Championship

2 January 2011 to 12 January 2011
Two separate competitions: The main Open Class
comp and a Sports Class comp to be held beforehand. The focus is an introduction to comp flying,
with in-depth weather and task briefing each morning. Gerolf Heinrichs will be Meet Director, chair the
morning briefing and also fly the task. In the evening we'll have social/BBQ/meal and de-brief of the
day's flights. Entry or tow fees have not been finalised yet. It depends on the budget I can put together
and how many pilots are interested. Please register
your interest at [www.moyes.com.au/Forbes2011j.
Contact: Vicki Cain, Moyes Delta Gliders, ph: 02 9316
4644, [www.moyes.com.auj.

. . WAGA State Gliding
W Championship
4 to 14 January 2011
Hosted by the Beverley Soaring Society over 11 days.
Two practice days, Tuesday 4 and Wednesday 5 Jan;
nine competition days, Thursday 6 to Friday 14 Jan.
Further information from Competition Director
Owen Jones at <joneso@iinet.net.au>.

A

80gong Cup 2011

"

16 to 22 January 2011

Mt Beauty, VIC. Registration: 15 January. Entry fee:
$120. We'll be running two HG comps this season:
a Grand Prix and an Assigned Area Task event.
Each comp will be limited to 20 pilots. Full details
at [www.sacra .biz/bogongj. Contact Wesley Hill
on 0408 305943 or <wes.hill @yahoo.com.au>.

. . Corowa Classic 2011

W

21 to 29 January 2011

20m seat Grand Prix style competition, hosted by
Australian Soaring Centre Corowa and Corowa City
Shire. A friendly competition designed to introduce
competitors to grand prix racing and an opportunity
to learn from the some of Europe's best pilots. Entry
fee $300 by 21 November 2010, late fee $350. Further information via [www.australian-soaring-corowa.
com/], email d. bruinsma @mikefox.n l> or Peter
Summersby 0413 028737 <pjsum @bigpond.com >.

. . Women in Gliding Week

W

23 to 29 January 2011

Ben all a, VIC. Contacts : Louise (LLU) <i ouise@asw19 .
com>, ph: 0448 625022, 03 93299329 (outside office
hours please) or Rhonda, GCV Office Manager, durin g office hours <gli ding@ben all a.net. au>, ph : 03
57621058 (p lease leave message if not answered).

~ Manilla XC Camp 2011
_

24 January to 3 February 2011

Mt Bora h, NSW. Free event for XC pilots of all cl asses instead of XC Open event this year. Th e 11 -day
XC Camp will prov ide onl ine scoring and som e day
and final pri zes in variou s categories. The event will
attract many interna ti onal and local pilots seeki ng
poi nts for th e worldwid e OLC XC contest and provide an excellent opportunity for new XC pilots to
wa tch and lea rn . Come for as many days as you li ke,
sha re the sk ies and sto ri es as you fly fo r distance
each day. Desig ned to bri ng out a pi lot's PB. Full day
briefings by Godfrey Wenness, cam p fire discussi on,
live music and altern ate activities. Cam ping or
40 Soaring Australia

cabins at Mt Borah offer great value and now there
is a swimming pool. Borah Basher service will run
as always. Two retrieve buses are available for those
without teams. Contact Godfrey: <skygodfrey@aol.
com> or see the website [www.xcopen.orgj.

•

W

Horsham Week 2011
5 to 12 February 2011

Horsham aerodrome, VIC. Entries are rolling in, maximum of 40 gliders, fee only $100. Visit the event
page [www.horshamweek.org.auj for official entry
form, turnpoints and competition local rules. Flarm
is mandatory. Note: To ensure your pl ace, email the
competition director well beforehand indicating
your intention to attend . Contact: David Cleland 03
93333638,0417 766208 or <cd @horshamweek.org.
au>. The competition will be preceded by the VSA
Cross-Country Coaching Week featuring seminars,
pre-flight briefings and post-flight analyses and will
now include two streams for novice cross-country
and advanced soaring pilots. Coaching contacts:
Ian Grant 03 98771463, 0418 271767 or <ian .
grant.gliding@gmail.com> and David Wilson 0407
825706 or <dwjcra@ozemail.com.au>.

(iil 2011 Bright Paragliding Open

~

5 to 12 February 2011

The 2011 Open aims to focus on pilot development
and encourage new/intermediate pilots to improve
their flying through learning from the most experi enced pilots in Australia. Daily lectures from Brian
Webb, Craig Collings, Andrew Horchner and others
on flying safely and with greater confidence; a mentoring program pilots can sign up for; a general focus
to assist int pilots to get the most they can from
each flying day; Competition structure: two separate
tasks each day, one AAA and one Serial task. The
AAA task will be set at the highest level for maximum
ladder points, the Serial task will be shorter, more
easily achieved to improve skills, get to goal or simply
have fun . At registration, pilots must choose between
Serial or AAA task as each will be scored separately
and trophies awarded according to each task. Both
comps launch together and tasks will be set in the
same general area so pilots from both groups will
be flying together. Register at [www.brightopen.
orgj . Enquiries to <brightopen@gmail.com>.

. . Lake Keepit Regatta

W

20 to 26 February 2011

Maximum of 30 gliders, on a first come basis;
limited on -site accommodation available. Entry
fee of $100 per aircraft. Further details [WWw.
keepitsoaring.comj, <comps@keepitsoaring.com >
or phone Tim Carr on 0414405544.

~ Ozone Corryong Open

•

& Australian Nationals

26 February to 5 March 2011
Corryong, VIC. CAT2/AAA sanction . Organiser: Peter
Bowyer 0412 486114 or dly@corryongopen .com .
au >. Website: [www.corryongopen.com .auj.

A

~ Wylie Classic

"

_

27 February to 5 March 2011

A fun cross-country competition for pilots of all
ratings held at Wyal katchem in Western Australia .
Practice day and registration on Saturday 26
February. Enquiries to Richard Breyl ey 0417 986896,
<richard .breyley@matsa .com .au>. Web : [WWw.
goldfieldsdustdevils.com/2011 -wa-comps.html j.

•

W

A
"

Cfij Women With Wings II
~

7 to 11 March 2011

Bright, VIC. A fun, inspiri ng skills clinic for Aussie
women HG and PG pilots of all experience levels,
reg istration on the evening of Sunday 6th . Mentors
include Brian Webb, Andrew Horchner, Tove Heaney,
Craig Coll ings, Tony Barton and Olli Bathemeles.
Flying in the Ovens and Ki ewa Valleys. Cost: $95
earlybird registration; $120 late. Information, payments and registration [http://womenwithwings
clinic.blogspot. com/j or contact Helen McKerral
on <hmckerral@adam .com.au> or 0427 656545.

•

W

Australian Qualifying
Grand Prix

20 to 26 March 2011
Boonah, QLD. Further details at [www.glidinggrand
prix2010.com.auj.

. . 2010 NSW State Gliding

W

Championships

Rescheduled: 26 March to 2 April 2011
Lake Keepit Soaring Club, NSW. All classes including
Club Class. For further information see [www.
keepitsoaring.comj .

. . GQ Easter Competition 2011

W

16 to 23 April 2011

Hosted by the Caboolture Gliding Club at Dalby, this
traditional event caters for Sports and Club Class
entries in a friendly comp for pilots at all levels.
Entry fee is $250 until March 16, then $300 for late
starters. Details, including expressions of interest
and entry forms, at [www.glidingcabooltu re.org.au/
Easter11j.

~
!P
,

Paragliding State of Origin
Easter, 22 to 24 April 2011

Mt Borah, NSW. A great way to get into comp and
XC flying in a fun and safe way. The comp is based
on flying five pilot teams : one adv, two nov pilots
and two other pilots, so get your crew together.
Handicapping is used for scoring. C-grade (pending).
Reserve, UHF radio and at least three hours XC are
required . XC course recommended . Comp fee $20 .
Register at Oz Comps. Contact: James Thompson
on 02 49468680 or <jamesfiys@gmail.com>, [www.
hunterskysailors.org .au/soo j for info and pilot pack.

NZ vs Australia PPG
Cfij
!1P
Ch
"
h"Ip
,
amplons
Easter, 22 to 25 April 2011
This comp alternates yearly between Australia and NZ.
. Trophies: Best NZ and Best Australian Pilot. The winning country takes home the Anzac trophy. The
comp will also serve as the National Champ ionsh ips
for each country. Information: [www.ppgaustralia .
com/AussieVKiwi/AusCV_NZ_PPG .htm j. Only members of the NZHGPA & HGFA/PICO may compete in
sanctioned events. Tasks: foot drag, cloverleaf, slowl
fast, take-off, power off landing, power on touch &
go landing, kite war, bomb drop, ball scoop & drop,
beam walk, efficiency, economy race. Contact: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
OVERSEAS
International events can be
found at [http://events.fai.org/].

Victorian State
Gliding Competition

6 to 13 March 2011
Ararat Airfield, VIC. Maximum 40 entries. Further
info rmation in a future Soaring Australi a and on the
VSA webs ite [home.vicnet.net. au/- vicsoa ri/eventsl
events.htm j. Contact Maurice Littl e on 03 93510964.
January 2011

The Flylight Dragon
A Balanced Investm
Bill Runciman

or me, watching the YouTube
videos of the Dragonfly floating
through the air (google 'flylight
dragonfly') was love at first sight.
Larry Jones (CFI of the Southern Districts Flying Club based at Strathalbyn,
near Adelaide), an avid observer of innovations in flexwing flying, had a place in
the Dragonfly queue, which he offered
to me. We both made a pilgrimage to
Sywell to witness this most delicate of
creatures being brought into the world.
Soon, the 14th Dragonfly produced was
in Australia, ready to take to the air.
Any doubts about the wisdom of having a second flexwing microlight were
dispelled in no time at all. After a sedate
take-off run, with its very civilised exhaust
note burbling away, we appeared to
levitate into the air, and from then on
it was all simply wonderful flying. All
who have flown the Dragonfly agree it
has an amazing 'grin factor'. It is light,
responsive and predictable. There is a
sensation of being blown around a bit
. in turbulence, rather than the disconcerting bumps and lurches characteristic of
heavier, faster machines. The aircraft itself
weighs only about SOkg (with another
3Skg added by the wing) and in smooth
conditions you need

no more than one
finger to fly it indeed it seems
to fly itself. Most
people have to 'go
around' after the first
attempt to land, as
it simply glides and
glides with
a remarkably low
sink rate.
Any downsides?
We had some fuel
flow problems early
on, which in the end
were easily fixed.
If you retract the
undercarriage, it is
best to lower it before
landing - although it
does slide along
on its belly in quite a civilised way, with
just a few scratches. It induces an enormous temptation to fly fairly low when
there are no obstacles, so that you can
look into the eyes of domestic animals
and marine creatures whilst cruising along
at a sedate 30kt.
All in all, I believe that the Dragonfly
is a fine investment. In fact I am surprised

that there is not a Dragonfly portfolio
available in the average superannuation
package, notwithstanding the fact that
it devours two litres of fuel for every
hour-of flying, unless you catch a few
thermals. Financial advisers who wish
to follow up on this ethical and environmentally sensitive investment for their
clients can contact me at <wrunciman
@bigpond.com>.
~

The Company Which Produces High Quality Paragliding Wings And Equipment
Which Sets NEW World Standards!
OUR SPECIAL

for this seaso;nn~
, - - - - - -_ _
till 31 May 2011, we give a fantastic
up to 20% off of a sold wing, and 10 % off
all rescue chute and harness equipment.

BLUE two - wing for
tandem flights ~ 20% off
RED (DHV 2) - a champion wing

GREEN (DHV 1) - the first .DHV 1
with finesse over 8 ~ 20% off

for champions '" 15% off
Dynamic has one name: BLACK (ACRO) ~ 10 % off

BLUE, (DHV 1-2) - wing for beginners
and advanced pilots ~ 15% off

ORANGE ST - the lightest manageable rescue
system that can take up to 130kg of weight

BLUE MT (DHV 1-2) - the ultra light
wing starts from 3,5kg ... 20% off

GREY - is a perfect multi functional harness
for all body size and shapes

Make your new wing your own in c;hoosing your own liked colour - visit our website!
Find out more details by visiting the AIRSPORT TEAM 5 Pty Ltd
website www.airsport-teamS.com.au or email <info@airsport-teamS.com.au>
January 2011
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SMS Implementation - Emergency Response Plans (ERPs)
Eric Novak
obody heads off to a day's flying
expecting an emergency situation

key elements contained

to unfold, and some may rarely, if

in an effective ERP is

Preservation of evidence

ever, think about what to do if

outlined below. These

is critical and it is

one does.

elements will be

every member's

expanded upon

duty to preserve

provides a logical approach to handling

and further

crash site evidence

an emergency. To minimise the initial

explained as the

confusion that will inevitably follow an

GFA Safety Manage-

aircraft incident/accident, key personnel

ment System (SMS) imple-

must be familiar with the Emergency

mentation continues.

An Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

Response Plan . The first time an ERP is
read, should not be during an emergency.
Hopefully none of us have to initiate

o

and recovery phases. If
evidence is not preserved,
the root cause/s of the incident may not be established

FLOWCHART
Flowcharts are a simple and effective

and opportunities to learn from
the incident may be lost, amongst

way of summarising the critical initial

situation does occur, we must be prepared

steps that need to be undertaken in the

to manage the situation effectively. The

event of an emergency, including those

two main types of emergency situations

authorities and key people that need

HANDLING OF AIRCREW
AND KEY WITNESSES

that may be encountered are an accident

to be contacted quickly. This flowchart

Eyewitnesses are extremely important

or a missing aircraft.

should be displayed in a prominent

in helping determine the factors that

location wherever gliding operations

contributed to the incident/accident.

are undertaken .

Witnesses need to be identified and

Airworthiness Inspection
FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE

o

during the response

actions under an ERP, but if an emergency

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC

o

PRESERVATION
OF EVIDENCE

A brief overview of the

A Form 2 inspection is due. $165* payment
is enclosed

other consequences.

managed to ensure their recollections

CHECKLIST

are not tainted by reflection, rumour or

A basic checklist outlining other neces-

exposure to other witnesses or the media .

sary actions that must occur should be

Witness details and statements should

developed, including check boxes that

be documented as soon as possible.

can be ticked off as the actions are completed. Examples of actions include

LOG KEEPING

is enclosed and the existing C of A document

appointing a Site Incident Controller,

The accurate recording of information

is returned

securing the aircraft involved and/or acci -

and actions taken are paramount in an

Initial registration package is required.

dent site, quarantine of documentation,

$400* payment is enclosed

recall of other aircraft and identification

emergency situation . Besides the ability
to learn from and subsequently improve ..

* Fees include GST

and management of witnesses.

responses in the event of an emergency,

The C of A requires renewal. $42* payment

Payment method:

o

o

Direct Deposit
Cheque
0 Credit Card
For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442
Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST

the information may be required for

INITIAL CONTROL

. follow-up investigations by the ATSB,

Control of the emergency response needs

and if the emergency involves loss of life,

to be established quickly. Depending on

the Coroner's court.

the nature of the incident, initial control
will generally be assumed by the CFI or

SECURITY

duty instructor until the arrival of the

Site security is important for both per-

police force or other relevant emergency

sonal safety and investigation integrity.
Only those people authorised to access

Aircraft Type .......................................................................... .. .. .

service such as the fire brigade.
Ongoing command and control will

the site by the Incident Site Controller

Registration marks VH - .. ........................................................ .

again depend on the nature of the inci-

(police, fire brigade, ATSB, club CFI) are

Address to which documents are to be sent is:

dent and may involve the police force,

to be permitted entry to the site and

Name ........................................................................................ .

State Coroner, ATSB, GFA or CASA. The

all entry/exit details must be recorded.

Address .................................................. .... .. ............................. .

gliding club or gliding event Incident

o
o

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

State ............................................. .........Postcode .......................
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960
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Site Controller would generally continue

MEDIA

to act as a liaison should site control b'e

The media have a job to do and have the

assumed by another entity.

right of access to certain information to
do that job. If the media arrives before
the police or other authority, for their
own safety they must remain outside the
January 2011

secured area. They may shoot footage

associated with an emergency response.

from public areas, even though they may

These include:

be shooting incident/accident footage.

•

Occurrence/accident report

Only authorised personnel should make
media comment, as determined by the

•
•

Log of events
Witness statements
The GFA will make available an ERP

club/event ERP.

template that can be adopted by clubs

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
CONSIDERATIONS

who have not yet developed one. Clubs

Besides the preservation of evidence,

theirs against this template and make

another reason for restricted access to

changes if required, or they can choose

the site is the potential presence of

to adopt the template. Any ERP needs

dangerous materials or equipment such

to be tested periodically with a controlled

as fuel, oxygen or composite materials.

simulated exercise.

Considerations include ensuring a single

who already have one can cross check

ERPs should be in place for normal

point of entry to the site and approaching

operations as well as organised events

the site from upwind.

such as competitions and cadet activities.
Copies of the ERP and supporting docu-

RECOVERY AND SALVAGE
OF AIRCRAFT OR WRECKAGE

sible location where gliding operations

This will be determined based on the

are undertaken.

nature of the incident. Allor part of the

ments should be kept in an easily acces-

All members should be made aware

wreckage may be needed by an authority

of the location and content of the ERP,

such as the ATSB for off-site investigation,

particularly those who may be required

in which case investigators will work with

to carry out actions under the ERP.

the owner, probably through the insurer

Remember, the first time an ERP is read

to arrange recovery.

should not be during an emergency.

If no further investigation is required,
the investigator in charge of the investigation will advise the owner that control

ERPs need to be tested periodically with
a controlled simulated exercise.

Lake Keepit Soaring Club is the
perfect place to glide ... if you
are learning or if want to extend
your cross-country experience.
The relaxed 7 day a week club
operation, varied terrain and
year-round good conditions
make LKSC ideal for pilots
wanting to get their GPC or fly
badge flights.
Hang glider, paraglider and
ultralight pilots are welcome.
Tel: (02) 6769 7514
Email: manager@keepitsoaring.com

www . keepitsoaring.com

Thank you to the Australian Air Force

over the aircraft or wreckage is no longer

Cadets (AAFC) staff of 327 (Gliding) Flight

required and that the owner can begin

for sharing their knowledge and experi-

salvage and/or clean up.

ence in this area, including providing a
copy of their ERP. If you wish to provide

SUPPORTING FORMS

any feedback relating to ERPs or any

There are several forms that should be

other safety related matter, please email

utilised to help document the information

<smsfeedback@sec.gfa.org.au>.

Go Gliding with our friendly team SportAviation
Tocumwal - Operates 7 days a week.
World renowned X-Country conditions,
Basic Abinitio to Advanced Training.
Standard & Racing Class. Aircraft for Hire.

Cartoons by Codez
E"~mk I'm basically improving, n ony,
particularly my lookout technique ... don't you think?

... maintain
air speed
... and over
we go.

Where?
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Contact Addresses
• • • • • • • • • •
GFA
Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,
03 98021098.
Gliding Queensland
C/- Treasurer, 67 Glenora St, Wynnum QLD
4178, 0738348311 , 0417762621 .
NSW Gliding Association
The Secretary, 44 Yanko Ave, Wentworth
Falls NSW 2782, 02 68892733, 02
68891250, Trs: 0407 459581 .
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362 .
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
08 93282511, 08 94449505 .
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
C/- RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden
NSW 2570, 0427 977127, 02 46553171.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001 .
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
02 66847627.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
02 43639111, 02 43844074, 0412 844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
c/- Matthews Folbigg, Level 7, 10-4 Smith
St, Parramatta NSW 2150,0296357966,
02 96357966 .
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
0266541638,0403088551 .
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 794, Singleton NSW 2330.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
234 Keepit Dam Rd, Lake Keepit NSW 2340,
02 67697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68892733, 0418 270182 .
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68897373, 0418 270182 .
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
C/O Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
C/- Bob G Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213 , 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68891856, 0419 992396.

Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
0246558882,0417705997 (emergency).
Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring P/L
181 Fishers La, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
0488531216.
Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412 145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.
Gliding Queensland
. 2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 38791980, 0415
150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
0754867247,0412719797.
Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated
164 Depot Rd, Boonah QLD 4310,
07 54632630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
0741579558,0417071157.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
0749331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
Levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QLD 4068,
0746637140,0409507847 .
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QLD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191,
0438 179163.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
0428 360144.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 3835, Hermit Park QLD 4812.
Pacific Soaring
PO Box 259, Caboolture QLD 4510,
07 54994997,07 54994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4370, 07 38348311 .
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877 .
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
0883805137,0429805137 .
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
08 89526384, 0417 530345.
Australian Junior Gliding Club
67 A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461,0888645062 .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GFA MEMBERSHIP FEES 2010-2011

Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
$225
$230
$232
$230
$230

Family
$183
$188
$190
$188
$188

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Austral ia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$136
$141
$143
$141
$141

Family
$94
$99
$101
$99
$99
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Short-term membership: 1 Month* 3 Month*
QueenslandNictoria
$62
$79
New South Wales
$67
$84
South Australia
$74
$91
Western Australia
$72
$89
*Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,
thereafter 12 months membership to be purchased .
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees :
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America , South Africa

Price
$51
$51
$51
$74
$74

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
08 85640240, 0488 841373 .
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
08 87521321, 0409 693027 .
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
08 87333421, 0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,
0885543543,0409677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821,
0889412512 .
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341 ,
0885951422,0417890215.
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 08 82895085, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
0886452619,0413 127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
0431 702175.
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277 .
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0393385925,0409212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671, 03 57621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club '
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491,
0427 315845.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
03 51221081 , 0407 839238 .
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
03 57985512, 0428635717.
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club
PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 3172,
0418511557 .
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417, 0402075131 .
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400244578.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Southern Riverina Gliding Club
PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
03 58743052,03 58742914.
SportAviation Pty Ltd
Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,
Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427 534122 .
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
0350257335,0448293927 .
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIc'3594, 03 50376688 .
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/- Judds Engineering PIL, PO Box 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642,0428251642 .
VMFG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001,
0402 281928 or 03 98486473 (h).

Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce Bullsbrook
WA 6084, 08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0894595719, 0437 377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892,
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekends) .
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
0898811795 (weekends), 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
C/- Peter Hardy-Atkins, 8 Parker St, Lockyer,
Albany WA 6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.

• • • • • • • • • •
HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph : 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn .au>, [www.hgfa .asn .auj .
HGFA Operations Manager
Interim: John Twomey 0419 357195
<Treasurer@hgfa.asn .au>, 108 Osborne 5t,
Williamtown VIC 3016.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Alex Jones 08 97344531 <President
@hgfa .asn.au>, 34 McAvoy Rd, Allanson
WA 6225 .
V-Pres: Rob Woodward 0408 808436
<Vice.President@hgfa .asn .au>, 38 Addison
Rd, Black Forest SA 5035.
Sec: Martin Halford 0434427500
<Secretary@hgfa .asn.au>.
Board Members:
Chris Drake 0466 005967 <chris.drake@
hgfa .asn.au>, PO Box 988, Noosa QLD 4567 .
Benn Kovco
Greg Lowry
Lee Patterson
Brian Webb
States. Regions

.

8r Special Interest Groups
ACTHPA
LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa .orgj . Pres: Matthew Smith
<matt.taet@gmai/.com > 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Welbourn <nic@corinbank.
com > 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kdsmith71 @gmai/.com> 0407 905554;
Sec: Nic Siefken <Nicolas.Siefken@ausport.
gov.au> 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro_gest@hotmai/'com> 0432
987819, Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmai/.com> 0404 254922; Public Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu .edu .au>
0407 825819; Meetings: 1st Thu/month
7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936
<hgawa@hgfa .asn .au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth @yahoo.com .au>; V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa .jones@bigpond .net.au>;
Trs: Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@
optusnet.com .au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407
700378, <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.nswhpa.orgj . Pres: Bruce Wynne
0417467695, <bvvynne@bigpond .net.au>;
V-Pres: Nir Eshed 0423 422494, <vice-presi
dent@nswhpa .org>; Sec: Paul Cox 0421
072897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com .au>;
Trs: Graeme Cran 0414 668424, <gicran@
gmai/.com>.
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North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda OLD 4881. Pres: Bob Hayes
0418 963796 dlying@cairnshangglidingclub.
~rg>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech <dkeech1 @hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608,
Kuranda OLD 4881, 0418 963796 <info@
azurephotography.com>.
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
OLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
SAHGA Inc, c/O PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com >. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796'
SeclTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436. '
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.org.au] . Pres: Stephen Clark 0419
997550, <stephenmclark@iprimus.ccim.au>;
V-Pres: Pete Steane 0407 887310, <psteane@
vtown.com .au>; SeclTrs: Simon Allen 0438
086322, <simon .allen@csiro.au>. Northern
TAS info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au] . Pres: Phil Campbell 0438428569
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; Sec: Nick Abicare
0418 104506 <nick.abicare@gm .com >; Trs:
Stephen Leake 0409 553401 <sleak75@
gmail.com>; SO : Kevin Grosser 0419 022225
<litespeedrs4@gmail.com>; Sites: Mark
Pike 0408 801356 <mark.pike@baesystems.
com>; Committee: Hugh Alexander 0417
355578 <hughbert.skypig@hotmail.com>, Jan
Bennewitz 0423 139923 <Jan .Bennewitz@
gmail.com>, Tony Hughes 0417 379847
<thughes@gordontafe.edu .au>, Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796 <meeks65@yahoo.
com .au>.
The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)
Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616; V-Pres:
Rob Van Riswick 0428 290462; Sec: Grant
Cassar 0416 269894 <grantcassar@iinet.net.
au>, 59. Empress Terrace Bardon OLD 4065;
Trs: Chris Drake 0414 505452 .
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au] . Pres: Kacper Jankowski
<KJankowski@ccia.unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres:
Gregor Forbes 0421 376680 dorbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew 0423
696677 <revant01 @yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Allan
Bush (HG SSO) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>,
. 0407 814524; Comps: Mark Stewart (PG SO)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345
Comp: 2nd and last Sunday of each month . '
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [WWw.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Glen McFarlane 0414 451050 <glenbuilt@bigpond.com>;
V-Pr~s : JeffTerry 0416 291545 <jeff@survival
solutlons.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411 567825
<julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>; Trs: Paul Co~
0417 355897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com.au>,
SSOs: Paul Cox 0417 355897, Javier Alvarez
0418 116681 . Meetings: 1stThu/month,
7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746
<peter.dall@casa.com .au>; Trs: Michael P~rter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club .
Pres: Bob Lane 0422 744285, <boblane.55@
hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Brent Leggett 0408
826455, <brent@flashme.co.au>; Sec: Albert
Hart 0421 6~7013, <albert.hart@bigpond.
com >. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm,
Hexham Bowling Club.
IIlawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1 @
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415920444 <MichaeI.Porter@ap.jll.
com >; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491150
<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.
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Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au] . Pres/SSO (PG) : Godfrey Wenness 02
67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, SSO
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (WM) : Willi Ewig
02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597; SSO: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [WWw.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown 0429
675475 <dawson@bmhgc.org.au>; V-Pres:
Gary Herman 0401 772289 <garyherman@
aapt.net.au>; Sec: Don Bremner 0421
346997, <dmbremner@optusnet.com>; Trs:
Allan McMillan 0400 637070 <adm@idl.
com .au>; SOs: Coastal - Tony Barton 0412
607815, Inland - Scott Barrett 0425 847208
John O'Donohue 02 49549084, PG - James'
Thompson 02 49468680; Newsletter: David
Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>.
Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm South
Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net] . Pres: Jan Smith 0438 876926
<jansmith.cloudnine@gmail.com >; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com .au>; Sec: Marco Veronesi 0405
151515 <Iucky-mpv@yahoo.com.au >; Trs:
Paul Gray 0407 738658 <mystralmagic@
gmail.com .au>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites:
Peter Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton
0428751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond .
com>; SSO (PG) : Lindsay Wooten 0427 210993
<Iindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; SSO (HG) :
Andrew Polidano 0428 666843 <andrew@
poliglide.com>. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres:
Chris Clements 0414 777853 <president@fly
stanwell.com>; V-Pres: Tony Sandeberg 0413
593054 <vice-president@flystanwell.com >;
Sec: Jorj Lowrey 0400 937234 <secretary@fly
stanwell.com>; Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; M/ship: Nir Eshed
0423 422494 <nir@flystanwell.com>; SSO: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.com .
au>; V-Pres: Brett O'Neil <b0307@westnet.
com .au>; Trs: John Selby 02 93447932 <john
selby@idx.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne 0417
467695. ~bwynne@bigpond.net.au > or <sydney
hangglldlngclub@y7mail.com>; Dev/Train:
Owen Wormald 02 94667963 <owen
wormald@nab.com .au>; SO: Bruce Wynne,
Doug Sole; SSO: Ken Stothard . Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany RSL, Botany.
Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 . Pres:
Peter Rundle <sf27mz@gmail.com>;
V-Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616,
<nbf@whirlwind.com .au>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto
0405 887857 <k_seeto@hotmail.com>; Social
Sec: Shanta Wallace 0416 938227 <shanta@
noworries-hg .com >; Committee: Graeme Cran
<crannie@ccparagliding.com .au >, Sandy
Thomson <sandythomson1@bigpond.com>,
Jeff Woodhall <jeff@erratic-demon.co.ub.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragl.iding@yahoo.com >, contact for para motoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie OLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts'
07 32676662, <trike@tpg .com .au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns OLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Brett Collier 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance
Keough, 31 Holm St, Atherton OLD 4883,
0740912117; Trs: Nev Akers 07 40532586.

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
SSOs and SOs for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior SOs and SOs confirm
ALL SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
tho:e holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and corresP.onde.n~e as requ ired. Appointment of these officers is required to be
:ndorsed ~y Clubs In writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
IS not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held
the appointment will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra OLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn .au] . Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@
chgc.asn .au>; V-Pres: Lee Patterson
<vicepresident@chgc.asn.au >; Sec: Mark
Kropp <secretary@chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon
O'Donnell <treasurer@chgc.asn .au>; Ed:
Cameron McNeill 0419 706326; Gen-Exec:
Greg Hollands <gem@chgc.asn.au>; SSO
PG :Phil Hystek '07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317
<sso
@chgc.asn .au>; SSO HG : Lee Patterson
0417025732 <sso@chgc.asn .au>.
Central Oueensland Skyriders Club Inc.
'The Lagoons' Comet River Rd, Comet OLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond .com >; Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu .
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699
<jaw12@bigpond .com >; Events: Jon Wall
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra .com >; SSo : Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
0749387607 . Towing Biloela: Paul Barry
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com .au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Club
[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Denis
Davis 0428 130375; V-Pres: Paul Underwood
0407 177793; Sec: Andrew Dobinson
<andrewdobinson@gmail.com>; Trs: Steve
Stocker 0411 226733 .
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St, Manly West OLD 4179 . Pres:
Daron 'Boof Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@
aclad .com .au>; Sec/Trs: Annie Crerar 0418
711821, <annie.bruce@bigpond .com >; SSO :
Jason 'Yoda' Reid 0424 293922, <jasonr@
gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
Pr~s/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<Ilndsaywootten@bigpond.com >; V-Pres:
Alistair Gibb 0414 577232, <11 thhour@iinet.
net.au>; Sec/Trs: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq .edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach OLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661 ; V-Pres
& sso (HG) : David Cookman 0427 498753 '
V-Pres (PG) : Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs: '
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Chris Ferreira
0420 980572 <kcplans@hotmail.com >; (HG) :
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157,
07 54863048.
Wicked Wings Club
Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendo1@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Craig Dunn
<craigrdunn@y7mail.com>, Sec: Sonya Fardell
0415156256, <s.fardell@uq.edu .au> Sonya
Fardell, 260 Postman's Ridge Rd, Helidon Spa
OLD 4344.
Whitsundays HG Club
Sec/Trs : Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax :
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale Appleton 0408 382635; SSO: Rob van der Klooster
0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue
see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa .org.au].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.melbourne.vhpa .org .au]. Pres: Gabriel
Toniolo 0407 544511, <gabriel.toniolo@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Scott Rawlings 0409
675408, <scottrawlings@ymail.com >; Trs:
Noel Bear 0425 801813, <treasurer@mhgc.
a~n . au >; SSO: Peter Holloway 0408 526805,
<Info@freedomairsports.com.au>, Committee:
Glen Bachelor & Peter CassoMeetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John C~apman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 < se~retary@nevhgc.net> ; Trs/M/ship:
Greg Javls 0407 047797; Committee: Barb

Scott 0408844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791 '
SSO : Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings:
'
[www.nevhgc.net/].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Steve Leak
<pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0409 553
401 ;Y-Pres: AI.is~er Johnson 0418 323692 <vp@
skyhlghparaglldlng.org.au>; Trs: Phil Lyng 0421
135894 <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Sec:
:rank Adler 0408 264615 <sec@skyhighparaglid
Ing.org.au>; M'ship: Loz Pozzani 0421 389839
<mem@skyhighparagliding.org .au>; Nov Rep:
Mike Armstrong 0412 329442 <nov@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Web: Frank Adler 0408 264
615 ~wm@skyhighparagliding.org . au>; Safety:
Hamish Barker 0437 137893 <safety@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Committee: Dave Frecheville. Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm Retreat
Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http ://home.vicnet.net.au/- stclub/] . Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard @
~uspost.com.au >; V-Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
Jelfor.com .au>; Sec/Ed: Kelvin Glare 0421
060706 <kalkat@optusnet.com .au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/month 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen .
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [WWw.
wvhgc.org] . Pres: Anthony Meechan 0407
163796, <meeks65@yahoo.com.au >; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0419 889153, <greg@
heatingandcooling.com.au>; Sec: Zhenshi
Van Der Klooster <zhenshi@thecourier.com.
au>; Trs: Richard Carstairs 0409 066860
<rcarstairs@optushome.com .au>; SSO : '
Rohan Holtkamp 0408 678734 <rohan @
dynamicflight.com.au>. Meetings: Last Sat!
month, The Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm .
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556; Sec: John
Middleweek 08 98412096, fax: 08 98412096.
Cloud base Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051 .
Pres: Mike Annear 0400775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
003059<tromes@bigpond .com>; Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond .
com>; Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428
935462 <shellheinrich@hotmail.com >, Rod
Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.
au>, Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.
net.au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <J ulien .
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils. itaustral ia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO : Murray Wood
<muzeI71 @bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771 ;
Sec/SO : Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth : SSo :
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461 .
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyers@tpg .com .au>. Pres/SSO : Rick
Williams 0427 057961 ; Sec/SSO: Gary Bennet
0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave
Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held on site
during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith
Mell 0897971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285; CFI : Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [WWw.
westernsoarers.com] . Pres: Michael Duffy
<lehanggliding@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa .asn .au>; Trs: Greg
Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: Shaun
Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick
Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings: See [http://
au .groups. yahoo.com/group/western_soarers/] .
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GFA

NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS

Std Cirrus GOX Excellent condition . New gelcoat,
winglets, Flarm, Microair, radio, tow-out-gear, VG,
enclosed trailer, $20000 ono. Ph: 03 97437605 or
<aekreti@bigpond.net.au>.

All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia IndAdvertising
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Ph: 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.
Photographs rn.ay be provided in either photo print
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to [www.gfa.org.au].

Single-seater Sailplanes

Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value

NZ registered sin 76, 460 hrs, in immaculate condition, normal instruments plus SNl OB & remote, trig
TT21 Txdr, Dittel FSG71 comm, Flarm with Swiss bat
display, tinted canopy, MH reg & steel oxy cylinder.
As new Cobra trailer with carpet & SL features. Placed
well in the NZ 18m Nats last year, $NZ156000 excl.
NZ sales tax. Can take to Omarama or ship from
Auckland. Ph: Ross at Sailplane Services +64 9 2947
324 mob +6427 4789123.

ments now in Australia, $35000. Ph: Brad Edwards
0427 202535 or 02 67711733.

Two-seater Sailplanes

ASW20BL VH-HDY, 15m & 16.6m configurations.

like new, beautifully finished, meticulously
maintained, winglets, handles like a Duo X, low
engine hrs, complete package with parachutes,
instruments, oxygen, trailer. Ph : Shane 0418 759310,
<mac53@ecn.net.au> or Ralph 07 30030817 (h),
<rhenderson@iinet.net.au>.

ASG29-18m 2006. Low hrs, fully equipped, Cobra
trailer (alu top & floor), always hangared at Narromine,
$135000 obo. Email : <HQM13606@nifty.com>.
Cirrus 75 VH-GQT, 2550 hrs, 1220 landings. wing
tip extensions, new canopy, good trailer, Form 2
completed Aug. $19000. Ph: Tony 0746614090.
Hornet GEY with winglets, basic instruments, B20,
720ch radio & u/c warning. Trailer & tow-out gear
included. This aircraft has been professionally refinished & will be soia with a fresh Form 2 incl. 6000-hr
inspection. Price $20000 ono. Ph: Bruce 0407795412.
HPH 304 Shark VH-GAG Built 2008. 18m Class competition glider, only 250 hrs, immaculate showroom
condition, factory finished in polyurethane, Cobra
trailer & tow-out gear. Great performer & current
holder of several international glider records with
longest flight of over 1200km. Current new price
for this glider would be over $175000, excellent
opportunity to buy Australian demo for $145000 to
make way for Jet Shark in 2011. Ph :.Andrew 0488
161844 or <georg028@bigpond.com>.

Duo Discus T VH-JSR best Duo in Australia,

1528 WVV (re-advertised). In very good condition
with radio & standard instruments. 13300 hrs TT.
Would suit aerotowing club. All offers considered. Ph:
Robert 03 94894298 or <carey@ericorp.com.au>.

Self-Launching/Motor Gliders
Grob Twin III 103 self-launcher. Very low hrs, refinished; delight to fly. $125000 flyaway. $135000
with trailer tow away. Ph: Mark Rowe 0403 307363
or <justsoaring@gmail.com>.
SF25 B Scheibe Jabiru 2200 Motor Falke

VH -HNO, TT 2275 hrs, engine 215 before top overhaul, 32-litre tank plus 10-litre long range tank. Basic
instruments, Microair radio, new tyres, spare prop,
etc.187kg cockpit load. $38000. Ph : 03 95510965
or <i nfo@melbourneglidingadventures.com.au>.

HGFA

clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt instrumentation , canopy hinge. Well thought-out trailer & all
tow-out gear. Competitive Std Class performance,
price negotiable. Ph: Paul 0404851876.
Libelle 201 B serial number 454. 2900 hrs VH-GCJ,

LS8-18/15 Fully equipped/optioned + Cobra XL.

Priced btw $120-135000 depending on equipment.
Ph : Miles Gore-Brown 07 55789904 or <mgbsia@
pacific.net.sg> .
Pik 20B VH -GVF Good condition, winglets, fibreglass factory trailer, oxy, many Pik spares, recently
completed Form 2 & ready for the soaring season
with all tow-out gear. $23000. Integrated L-Nav is
available (neg). T-hangar available at Bathurst if
required (neg). Ph: Geoff 02 48614284, <gsweeney
@tpg .com.au > or Andrew 0419 479392.
Pilatus B4 Fresh Form 2 & 30 yearly, low hrs, retract-

able, Microair VHF, enclosed trailer $15000 ono. Ph:
0419 804248.

ighly optioned new demo unit, < 6 aunches &
test hrs for CofA only. One-man self-rig package
(20 min), steerable tail wheel, super Cobra trailer.
Pure fun & independence. Price neg . Ph : Greg 0400
114747 or <gregdoylel @me.com>.
Ventus cM self-launcher, 17.6, winglets, - 800 hrs
TT, engine 5 hrs, Altair, Vega, Dittel, Flarm .Cobra.
Refinished 2008. Fresh Form 2. Perfect, beautiful.
Just fly it. $110000 (GST incl.) Ph : 02 66221666 or
<info@spe.com.au>.

Instruments & Equipment
LX7007 Pro IGC Flarm flight computer with

rear seat repeater unit & two variometers. All at up
to date status. $4000. Ph : Roger Druce 03 94398947,
0419 880495 or <rogdruce@optusnet.com.au>.
LX 20 in near new condition . Flight logging & navigation display, $550. Ph: Roger Druce 03 94398947
or <rogdruce@optusnetl.com.au>.
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modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com >.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England .
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sailplane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually) :
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.
. Technical Soaring/OSTIV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. c/o
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace .engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa. ~
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Jantar Std 2 VH-IZT 1850 hrs, 1100 landings. Good

new canopy, new panel with Borgelt vario, LX20
GPS Logger, radio & Flarm . New water bags & c/w
tow-out gear & a good trailer. Wing covers & fresh
Form 2, $16000. Ph : 02 66243999.

Due to fleet restructure the VMFG offers the
following a/c for sale: Hornet GSA, encl. trailer,
Xcom, Flarm . Provo for W/L. LS-3a CQP, encl .
trailer, Xcom, Flarm . Both a/c come with current
F2 & recent major insp. Both in VG condo Janus B
GVU, damaged. Wide range of options incl. instr,
radio, encl. trailer. Suit club/individuals with time &
expertise to finish . Grob 109 B GUM, current F2,
engine on condition. VG instrumentation . Realistic
offers considered. Contact: Ian Patching, Hon . Sec.
<patching@westnet.com.au>.

Gliding Publications

ASW17 VH-YKL. Complete enclosed trailer & instru-

2650 hrs, 860 landings. Comp ready. Excellent trailer.
Full tow-out gear. Many extras. Price negotiable. Ph:
Gary 03 53524938, or <gstevo@dodo.com .au >.

General

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot's actual rating & experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance

January 2011
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requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual & as provided by
manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible.
Advice should be sought as to the condition,
airworthiness & suitability of the aircraft.
It should include examination of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is unethical
& a legally volatile situation for individuals
to provide aircraft which are unsuitable
for the skill level of the pilot, or aircraft
that are unairworthy in any way.

HGFA Schools

VICTORIA

VICTORIA

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
Hang Gliding & Microlighting
courses

Hang Gliders & Equipment
Moyes Extreme Harness (suit height 188cm)
with front-mounted Roo chute, Brauniger vario
plus mounting bracket & Icom 40ch UHF radio with
headset. All in very good condition with manuals.
$2000. Ph: Danny 0400 805422 .

17 Tansey Court, Trawalla 3373

General
KANGOOK
The latest range of Kangook paramotors,
Dudek Reflex paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
website for your inspection with prices. Ph:
Ben 0418 753220.

Phone - 03 53492845
Email-Rohan@dynamicflight.com.au
\i\' eb - V\",v'N.dynamicflight.com.au

CONCERTINA BAG
PARA
PARA
PARA
PARA

SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
www.parasupply.com

bag,
bag,
bag,
bag,

PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
www.parasupply.com

Written and cover photo
contributions to YOUR magazine
are dropping off again.
Please send in any items you
find worthy of sharing
We all have had experiences and
adventures worth sharing, no matter
how many hours we have in the logbook, so get writing and send articles
and a few pictures to your editor:

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely
renowned as Australia's best flying region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.
Dea ler for all major glider manufacturers, Ch arly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessori es.

POLlGLlDE
The best quality multifunctional gloves on the
market. Three in one gives you 4 variations
adapted especially for Paraglider &
Hang glider pilots.
Contact: POLlGLlDE at
www.poliglide.com
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Bright
Victoria

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

I ntro and Full
Licensing Courses
Tandem Instructional
Flights
New & Used Gliders
Harnesses
BIOS Helmets
Radios
Varios
Garmin GPS
Reserves
Flight Suits
Flying Boots
Mystic Membership

N
100 Gavan St Bright Vic 3741
03 57551753 - 0428 352048
www.alpineparagliding.com

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MICROLIGHTING
established 1988

Why come to North-east Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?
• Apart from being fortunate enough to have the
most consistently reliable weather for training
in Australia ...
• Austral ia's longest runn ing Microlight school.
• Our person centred approach means that we
value feedback and individually tailor our tra ining
methods to suit the student's needs.
• We specialise in remedial training when you get
stuck in your present learning environment.
• We are interested in see ing you achieve your
goals and make your dreams a reality.
• You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
• We aim to shape you into a safe and confident
pilot by encouraging you to challenge you rs elf
in a safe and supportive environment.
• If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or
Glider pilot you 'll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master
a new set of skills which will take you
to new heights in every respect.
NO PRESSURE SALES!!! BUY IN YOUR OWN TIME

Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you .
STEPHEN RUFFELS CFI
Mail address: 16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741
(03) 5750 1174 or (0428) 570 168
email <fly@eagleschool.com.au>
Look up our website:
[www.eagleschool .com.au]
download our'Learn to Fly' brochure
for what's involved, plus costs.
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HIGH ADVENTURE

Paragliding
, Mt Borah is Australia'S onlv World Class site
and has more all year round flyable days than
anywhere else. It has 4 large safe astro-turfed
launches for nearly all wind directions - no need for
long drives to oHler sites. Great ridge soaring and
thermal XC flying all in one location. Hosted the
Manilla 2007 Paragliding World Championships!
* CFI Godfrev Wen ness is the most experienced
paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 8000hrs airtime
since 1988, World Record 335kms (98-03), Longest
Tandem Flight 223kms (00-03), Multiple National
records, National XC League Winner (inaugural 01
& 02), Instructor Examiner, Aust Team Member,
Prototype Test Pil ot, HGFA Safety & Ops Cttee,
Competition organiser and owner of Mt Borah.
*

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment

* Other tuition: personal 1on 1Thermalling, XC,
Skill Improvement, Refresher days & Intermediate,
Advanced , Tandem , Paramotor & other ratings.
* All Equipment hire is available at excellent rates.
* HG &SkVdiVe to PG endorsements based on
skill competency for fast progression .

APCO Aviation three yearsl250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders [www.apcoaviation.comj.

APeO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Australia's biggest distributor of

Established since 1996, Rai nbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland . The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewa h and world famous Rainbow Beach . In the Sunsh ine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-co untry flights have been achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURSE - Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at yo ur own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling, top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come lea rn with the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AND SERVICES - New an d second-h and, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean- Luc Lejail le, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Austra lia), over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing since 1995.

products, all online at the best prices
See our website for more details

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 0754863048 - 0418754157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Paragliding and Paramotoring

www.highadventure.com.au

www.highadventure.com.au
(0429) 844961
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

c ________---Professional Paragliding
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and service

Dealer for Advance Charly Flytec Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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* ONLY the highest qualitv equipmem from the
best brands. Australian importer of ADVANCE,
FL YTEC, HANWAG, LAZER and more. Stockist
and service of all equipment new and used.
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* Cabins and Camping on site. Stav at Mt Borah III
nice and quiet, great social scene, wireless internet,
swimming pool , and soon a coffee lounge and bar !

02 6185 65 45 .

~ www.flvmanilla.com ~
~

~

Godfrev@flymanllla.com

Australia'S onlv World Class
Flving Site and School
Advertising Index
- January 2011

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

Novice license courses: Our famous 9 day live-

in course is the only one that goes beyond the
HGFA minimum requirements . It includes
thermalling, ridge soaring , safety manoeuvres and
much more. The course includes equipment, on
site accommodation and a $400 equipment
spending voucher .... all for only $1720 !

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, Swing, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround
PARAGLIDING
REPAIR

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: dly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

Airborne
Airsports Team 5
Airtime Products
Amy's Aviation
Eco Watch
GFA Form 2
Gradient Paragliders
HGFA Merchandise
Keepit Soaring
Manilla PG - Accessories
Microair Avionics
Mt Beauty Airpark
OAMPS
Paragliding Headquarters
Poliglide.com
Poliglide Paramotors
Rediscover the 55
Ride The Spiral
SportAviation PL
Swift Avionics

IBC
41
19
5
15
42
17
3
43
11
7
BC
23
17
35
9
5,
33
43
IBC
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for Hang Gliding, Paragliding and
Powerd Paragliding .

Helmet $198.00 Chingaurd $82.46
Black sizes
XL 61, L 60, M 58, S 56, XS 54

Airborne 2010 T-shirt
Caps and Jackets
available now!

www.swiftavionics.com .au

SlO1lt

FlarmNav
Basic Nav + Flarm Display
I'TSl~,,,filp download
Flarm Display

(lVloniCS

NEW for Paragliders and Hang G

FLYMJ\.5TE~

J\.VIONICS

The 81 is the base model of Flymaster F1 's proven
technology, providing the pilot with an extremely
sensitive and accurate variometer, which will detect
even the weakest of thermals.
Real time altitude plotter, 3 altimeters.
Storage for over 1600 flight log records,

Coming soon!! New!!
Battery backed-up S7mm
solution for busy panels
Flymaster comes with charger carry bag and PC cable

Artronic V3
Remote Flarm display

For the competition pilot, the feature packed 81 Nav
provides Integrated GPS, 4 posi,tion fixes per second
Waypoint database, route optimization
plus all the benefits you'd expect in a top level flight dec

NEW for your gliding club ............... .

Pie-Cart problems ???
Check out our latest product at
ClearNav
Clearly Brilliant
www.dittolog.com
Swift has developed an automated
flight data record keeping system that
automatically and wirelessly uploads
all your flight data to our ditto server.
•
•
•
•
•

Each pilot has a dittokey to identify them .
dittolog equipped gliders upload all flight data including log-files to our servers
Even Non dittolog, but flarm equipped aircraft get Pilot 10, TO Time and release alt.
Flight line data imports direct to club accounting software ... .Quickbooks MYOB etc
On-line accounting solution available .... ..ask us how!

r:nimlog automating your flightline
Swift Avionics

~~!~X4~~6A~~~r~I~~e

ph:0266221666
sales@swiftavionics.com.au
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A vionics

The BFI5? presents an integrated
display for essential flight information.
It has been designed for ultralight
aircraft applications. It contains pressure
sensors for the determination of altitude,
airspeed and climb/descent rate and a
built-in GPS receiver wh ich allows the
determination of ground track, position
and ground speed . The BFI5? is not only
suited as a min imum cockpit instrumentation , but also as a backup instrument in
combination with classic instruments
or glass cockpits. It allows the safe
continuation of flight in the case of
loss of power or other malfunction
of the primary instruments. The built-in
battery ensures independent
operation of at least 3h,

•

